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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nurses are repeatedly confronted with the separation of one 
person from another as a fact in the lives of their patients. From the 
temporary separation of the patient from his family to the more permanent 
separation of discharge or death, the nurse deals with the phenomena in 
ways which attempt to bridge the gap for those who undergo the experience. 
The significance of separation to the mentally ill, whether real 
or illusory, has important implications for nursing practitioners. As 
members of a profession whose roots are so inextricably bound in mother-
ing behavior, psychiatric nurses are constantly beset with the delicate 
task of discrimination in the acceptance of a variety of mothering roles. 
Patients who may yearn for their former mother relationship, either con-
sciously or unconsciously, are especially vulnerable to separations from 
members of the therapeutic team upon whom they rely. In forming a thera-
peutically meaningful relationship with a patient, the psychiatric nurse 
remains sensitive and responsive to the needs of the patient. It becomes 
increasingly important to recognize behavior which may signify separation 
anxiety in the patient as nursing relationships terminate, since educa-
tion in psychiatric nursing necessitates concentrated, experiential 
learning in relationship to patients. 
In the process of any learning much extraneous material enters 
the field of perception. Therefore, the nurse strives for objectivity 
1 
as she narrows her field of perception1 in a one-to-one nurse-patient 
relationship. Focus on her own behavior, with the aim of self-awareness, 
or subjectivity, aids the nurse in her attempt to provide the patient 
with a particular, reasonably consistent, personal relationship. The 
patient 1 s response to the nursing relationship assists him to become 
aware of his feelings and ideas as a participant in real events of the 
present. 2 In the interaction which develops, a re-enactment of conflicts 
and distortions from the patient's past important relationships fuses 
with present happenings in which the nurse becomes a representative of 
both the past and the present for the patient. It is this aspect of the 
complex relationship which allows the patient to relinquish his past 
attachments and deal with the present. HOifever, it is also this aspect 
which prevents the patient from accepting separations from nurses and 
other persons important to him, if and when the person leaves during the 
process; that is, before past attachments no longer fulfill dependent 
needs. This is the problem with which this study is concerned. 
Statement of the Problem 
When an intensive nurse-patient relationship is terminated as a 
requirement of the nurse's educational program, how does the patient ex-
perience the separation and perceive the loss? How did six male patients, 
who had been hospitalized for a long-term mental illness, and who had 
worked closely with a graduate student of nursing, experience the 
1Ernest G. Schachtel, Metamorphosis (New York: Basic Books, 
Inc., 1959), pp. 237-238. 
2Hildegard E. l'eplau, Interpersonal Relations in Nursing (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952), p. 115. 
2 
separation when the relationship was terminated? Would these patients 
express their recent and residual feelings and ideas about the phenome-
non, separation anxiety, if they were observed in a group that met once 
weekly for twelve weeks under nurse leadership? 
The problem studied was concerned with the proposition that pa-
tients who have experienced an intensive one-to-one nurse-patient rela-
tionship need varying lengths of time to work through successfully the 
process of separation. Moreover, given an oPPortunity in a nurse led 
group, patients will express feelings and ideas about the meaning of 
separation to them and will transfer repeatedly onto their environment. 
Justification of the Problem 
Empirical observations are the result of a person's perception 
of the external environment and his inner or subjective experience. 
Therefore, these observations of the patient and the nurse in a one-to-
one relationship enter into the learning experience. According to the 
conferees at Williamsburg, 11the potential contribution which nursing can 
make to psychiatric care stems from the close relationship between nurses 
1 
and patients. • Furthermore, the conferees said, "from this relationship 
the nurse will begin to understand the effect her intervention can have 
on the patient and the effect his behavior can have on her feelings. 112 
Other findings at the Williamsburg conference resulted in the conclusion 
that after a nurse has learned to work effectively with one individual, 
1National Working Conference at Williamsburg, Virginia, The Edu-
cation of the Clinical ecialist in Ps chiatric Nursin (National League 
for Nursing, 19 
2rbid.' p. 46. 
3 
she will be able to function therapeutically with groups of patients. 
They declared group situations to be another kind of experience which the 
psychiatric nursing specialist needs for understanding group dynamics in 
l 
other than patient groups. Kallonan expressed similar beliefs; namely: 
•Experience in individual nurse-patient relationship therapy is an 
excellent preparation for group therapy.n2 
Patients who enter an intensive nurse-patient relationship 
require varying lengths of time to work through the process of separa-
tion. When the nurse-patient relationship is a requirement of an educa-
tional program, the relationship is terminated by reason of the duration 
of the program. The termination with the patient may not coincide with 
his readiness or ability to relinquish the relationship which has devel-
oped. A study would seem indicated, therefore, to investigate how the 
separation was experienced and the loss perceived by observing a group 
of patients whose individual nursing relationship was terminated when the 
nurse's educational program was completed. 
Scope and Limitations 
A group of six male patients, who had experienced a one-to-one 
nursing relationship, was studied as structured for the nurse in the 
Master's program in psychiatric nursing, Boston University School of 
Nursing. Selection of these patients was made with consideration of 
their ability to participate and the practicality of their doing so from 
York: 
1Ibid., p. 46 
~arion E. Kallonan, Introduction to P;{chiatric Nursing (New 
MCGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1958), p. 2 7. 
4 
the standpoint of their mental health. The study was concerned with 
group interaction only as it supported the hypothesis. The paramount 
focus was any reference to separation expressed by the patients verbally. 
The limitations of the study reside in the numerous environmental 
variables that influence behavior, the lack of a control or comparison, 
and the small number of patients studied. 
Preview of the Methodology 
A group of six patients met with the investigator in the role of 
leader and a nurse observer-recorder, once a week for one hour. Patients, 
who were still hospitalized on continued treatment wards of a large state 
hospital for the mentally ill, and who had had the eJq>erience of a one-
to-one nurse-patient relationship termination, comprised the group from 
which the selection was made. The patients were all male--chronically 
ill schizophrenics who had been hospitalized for more than five years. 
leur divisions of the meetings were made according to the leadership 
method used. 
A tape recorder was used to record the interaction. Data from 
the tape was compiled and analyzed, and inferences were drawn after each 
group meeting. A total of twelve group meetings was treated in this way 
for the purpose of this study. 
Bi-weekly conferences were held with a nurse supervisor and 
weekly with a psychologist, at which time expert opinions and guidance 
were sought by the investigator. 
A review of the literature assisted the investigator in all areas 
of the study and in the above activities. 
Sequence ot Presentation 
Chapter II will present the theoretical framework ot the study. 
This will include a review or the literature, a basis tor the ideas and 
insights including other aspects or separation, and a statement or the 
characteristics or the group being studied. Chapter III will describe 
the methodology which will include the selection and description ot the 
sample, the tools used to collect data, and the procurement or data. 
Chapter IV will be the findings--the presentation and discussion ot the 
data; and Chapter V, the SUIIIJIIal'Y, conclusions, and reco111111endations. 
Definition ot Terms 
The terms which appear in this study, which have a variety or 
meanings, or tor which the meaning is ambiguous, are defined in the fol-
lowing list as they are used in the study: 
Experiential . . . . . . 
Group . . . . . . . . . 
Objectivity . . . . . . 
Derived !rom, based oni or pertinent to 
experience; empirical. 
Consists or the members, patients, 
Observer-Recorder, and Leader in such 
close p~sical proximity that each mem-
ber may react to stimuli or signals 
emitted by each other, whether inten-
tionally or not. 
Freedom !rom bias; impersonality; judg-
ment unaffected by teeling.2 
One-to-one ••••••• A ratio ot one patient per one nurse; 
an intensive and prolonged experience 
1A Merriam~ebster, Webster's New International Dictionary 
(Spri.ngtield: G. & C. Merriam Co., 1953), p. 291. 
2Horace B. English and Ava Champney English, A Comprehensive 
Dictionary ot P,chological Terms (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 
l95B), PP· 231, 53, 495. 
====== 
6 
" ' 
with one patient and includes supervision 
in analyzing incidents in the experience 
and in noting their effects on both pa-
tient and nurse.l 
Separation anxiety ••. The infant's fear of losing the mother 
object; concept of the basic schizo-
phrenic process as applied to disturbed 
adult behavior. 
Strangers . . . . . . . 
Surrogate roles . . . . 
Unfamiliar, potentially threatening per-
son whom patient cannot identity; a non-
surrogate figure. 
A person who is substituted for some 
third person; a significant person from 
the patient's past, usually outside of 
awareness. 
Denial • • • • • • • • • Behavior which avoids or tends to ignore 
certain reality factors, usually outside 
of awareness. 
Subjectivity •••••• Introspection; evaluation and meaning of 
personal experiences within oneself. 
l ~·· p. 45. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Review of Literature 
Although the nursing literature surveyed has not yielded a:ey 
studies pertaining exclusively to the subject of separation as such, it 
abounded in references to the topic as a stage in the process of nurse-
patient relationships. There seems to be agreement among authors that 
separations of varying degrees of intensity occur in all nursing rela-
tionships, as they do in life experiences. The difficulty that the study 
of this phenomenon seems to present in relation to psychiatric nursing is 
the spurious nature of its accomplishment and not in any controversy of 
the theories as to its occurrence. However, the regressive form that 
human behavior takes as individuals are faced with loss is determined, 
undoubtedly, by earlier patterns of behavior influenced favorably or un-
favorably by the significant adult, particularly the mother, through sep-
arations experienced during the growth process. 
Beginning at birth, situations occur which Render and Weiss have 
referred to as "psychological crimes." They explained, "Situations that 
bruise, cripple, smother, dull, suck, devour, crush, crucify the spirit 
and disorganize the personality ••• often occur within the protected 
environment of the home.n1 The extremes of permissiveness or protection 
~elen w. Render and M. Olga Weiss, Nurse-Patient Relationships 
in Psychiatry (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1959), p. 60. 
- -• •r-
8 
which parents repeatedly practice damage and cripple the child. Render 
and Weiss fUrther stated that "many a mother, believing her son can do no 
wrong, lets his aggressions run wild • • • others interpret budding 
maturity as 'disobedience,' and the child is subdued. • •• One of the 
most damaging and COI1U!Ion situations is the parasitic mother ••• the 
woman who, because of her fear of life, does not allow her children to 
have interests of their own • • • •1 That such selfishness and domina-
tion would prevent the developmental release of the child from the mother 
seems obvious. The establishment of a secure mother-child and father-
child relationship, as imperatives for pr0110ting mental health, is 
brought out by Muller, who cited Cannon, that by "allowing the mother to 
hold her child soon after birth and having the father !mow the child • • 
soon afterward, ••• an emotional bond is established without the sus-
pense which arouses anxiety and fear by too prolonged separation ••• tt2 
Muller has elaborated that in childhood any strong emotional experience 
which evokes an unusually strong reaction from a significant adult may 
cause lasting inhibition in the child's ability to go forward in develop-
ment with security .J Lidz and Fleck stated in regard to the child' s 
identification and introjection with parental figures that •the process 
can progress in reasonably integrated fashion only if these models are 
not impossible to follow • • • do not use confusing signals • • • "4 
~id., p. 6o. 
2rheresa G. Muller, The Nature and Direction of Psychiatric 
:i :;Nu.::r:..:s:.::in:::ag (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. , 1950) , p. 2l!1. 
ii 
'I 
i1 
tion, 
3Ibid. ' p. 221. 
li.rheodore Lidz and Stephen Fleck, "Schizophrenia, Human Integra-
and the Role of the Family," Etiology of Schizophrenia, ed. Don 
9 
,, 
. ···Jf 
Lidz and Fleck continued: "Those essential figures from whom the child 
separates become embodied within him and continue to provide direction 
and exert control upon his life • • • even in isolation he is supported 
by earlier attachments ••• the loss of these relationships or their 
abandonment brings catastrophe.n1 
The importance of the above statements of Lidz and Fleck is evi-
denced by the stress which Kalkman places upon similar ideas: 
Many psychiatric patients are still suffering psychologically from 
the effects of maternal deprivation in childhood. The basic prin-
ciple of the nurse-patient relationship technique, ••• is essen-
tially the re-experiencing of the mother-child relationship. The 
same nurse is assigned for a long period of time to the patient in 
order that a new relationship may develop and new patterns of inter-
action may be formed, different from those of the patient's child-
hood,2 
Kalkman explained anxiety and depression, coDIIBon symptoms of 
mental illness, as the two outstanding effects of maternal deprivation. 
She pointed 011t that anxiety is present in the face of imminent loss and 
that the loss itself seems to be expressed by depression.3 In addition, 
Kalkman cited Spitz's observations of grief in infants, who were separated 
from their mothers, as similar to depressions observed in adults.4 
Citing Freud, Kalkman stated that he believed when a person or 
thing held dear was lost, the depression which resulted was an expression 
of mourning or grief in reaction to the loss. The reasons for the 
Jackson (New York: Basic Books, Inc., l96o), p. 327. 
l ~·· p. 327. 
2 Kalkman, p. 58. 
3 Ibid., p. 135. 
~bid., p • 135. 
- -.. -·"-- . 
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depression often remain outside of awareness, although the person exper-
1 iences feelings of guilt and sel.f-bl8111e. 
Bowlby, in his study of homeless children in six different coun-
tries, made the following assertions regarding the origins of mental ill 
health: 
. what is believed to be essential .for mental health is that the 
infant and young child should experience a warm, intimate, and con-
tinuous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother substitute) 
in which both find satisfaction and enjoyment. Given this relation-
ship, the emotions of anxiety and guilt, which in excess characterize 
mental ill health, will develop in a moderate and organized way. 
When this happens, the child's characteristic and contradictory 
demands, on the one hand for unlimited love from his parents and on 
the other .for revenge upon them when he feels that they do not love 
him enough, will likewise remain of moderate strength and become 
amenable to the control of his gradually developing personality. It 
is this complex, rich, and rewarding relationship with the mother in 
the early years, varied in countless ways by relations with the 
.father and with siblings, that child psychiatrists and many others 
now believe to underlie the development of character and of mental 
health. A state of affairs in which the child does not have this 
relationship is termed •maternal deprivation.• This is a general term 
covering a number of different situations.2 
Neylan considered depression to be a response to loss. She felt: 
11It may be a loss of a loved person, a loved object, self-esteem, secur-
ity, part of oneself, health, or .function.• Although Neylan pointed out 
that in severe psychotic depression the cause may be due to many factors, 
including some unknown, she also asserted that whether the loss is actual 
or not, it is real to the person who is experiencing the .feeling.3 
With regard to psychotic states, Fenichel related that according 
1Ibid., p. 135· 
2John Bowlby, Maternal Care and Mental Health (Geneva: World 
Health Organization, 1952), p. 11. 
~garet Prowse Neylan, "The Depressed Patient, 11 ill• Vol. LXI 
(July, 1961), p. 78. 
11 
1l 
to Freud, "the inner perception of the loss of object relationships causes 
the fantasy frequently met with in the early stages of schizophrenia--
that the world is coming to an end. n1 When such a feeling is experienced 
~ a patient, Fenichel continued, they are right; for them the objective 
world has actually given way. 2 Disappointments in relationships cause 
the patient to withdraw interest in others, including the representations 
of significant figures from childhood. Exceptions are that at times, 
sudden, intense interest in others ~ be demonstrated by transference ac-
tions which JU.Y be, according to Fenichel, "tender, sensual, 0I' hostile. ,3 
These attempts to regain the objective world may be manifested clinically 
as mutism, violence, feeding difficulties, such as refusal of food or in-
satiable appetites, imitations, or mimetic expressions, including the 
meaningless smile and posture rigidity, and serve in "combating the in-
stinctual drives directed toward objects; reality is repudiated less 
because of its frustrating effects than because it holds temptations.n4 
In this regard also, Fronun-Reichmann found: 
Transference in its special application to the therapeutic process 
naturally means transferring onto the therapist, as a present-day 
partner, early experiences in interpersonal relatedness. Such sig-
nificant carry-overs from people's early relationships with the 
parents of their childhood, of course, will also affect their lat,er 
relationships with their family, doctor, dentist, minister, etc.5 
w. w. 
1
atto Fenichel, The Ps}cho~tic Theory of Neurosis (New York: 
Norton & Co., Inc., 1954 , p. 1. 
2Ibid., p. 417. 
3Ibid., p. 418. 
4rbid., pp. 418-440. 
5Frieda Fronun-Reichmann, Principles of Intensive P~chotheragr 
(Chicago: Universit,y of Chicago Press, 1950), p. 97. 
Z- . ~·" 
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To the mentally ill the meaning of separations may be interwoven 
with nU!IIerous, deeply rooted, and conflicting prior experiences. Nurses 
learn to function therapeutically in nurse-patient relationships, that is, 
with insight and predictive skill, toward a dual yet related goal for the 
period of termination. First, the nurse works to assist the patient to 
accept her departure as that of a professional nurse rather than that of 
an "eidetic person, n1 and secondly, to enhance the doctor 1 s therapeutic 
and rehabilitative efforts. Regarding the former, Walberg stated: 
The therapeutic situation must serve as a corrective experience, 
and must not repeat early disappointments and mishandlings. While the 
patient is motivated to grow and develop within the relationship, he 
is hampered by anxiety, residual in expectation of hurt from domineer-
ing, rejecting, over-protecting and punitive authorities, which he may 
project toward the therapist. The therapist rmy be tempted by the 
patient's unprovoked attitudes and behavior to repeat the prohibitions, 
penalties and retribution of authoritative figures in the patient's 
past. Should the therapist respond in this way, the patient • s convic-
tions that authority is not to be trusted will be reinforced.2 
The ilaportance of the above therapeutic attitude is emphasized by 
the remarks of Hunt regarding the effect of treatment in relation to re-
habilitation--the second goal inherent in the termination of nursing re-
lationships: 
OUr present tools for dealing with major mental illness confine 
us largely to . • • areas of avoiding damage and relieving symptoms. 
The enormity of our problems forces us to look realistically at our 
present tools and ask ourselves whether we are making the most effec-
tive use of them, and whether we are hurting anyone with them. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
MUch of the disability associated with psychotic illness is not 
1Harry Stack Sullivan refers to two classes of people or persons, 
the one overt, real, the other, imaginary or eidetic, in The Contributions 
of Harry Stack Sullivan, ed. Patrick :Mullah;r (New York: Hermitage House, 
1952), p. 18. 
~s R. Wolberg, The TeclmiQUe of Psychotherapy (New York: 
Grune & stratton, 1954), p. 503. 
13 
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a part of the illness as such. 
The unique advantage the nurse has of being with patients for 
longer periods of time than any other professional person enables her to 
interact in areas of the patients 1 lives which are inaccessible to the 
psychiatrist. For this reason she may supplement and reinforce the doc-
tor's efforts as well as those of the patient, in his development toward 
health. However, the nurse always works with the psychiatrist, never 
independentl;r. 2 
The psychiatric nurse learns, in a relationship of one nurse to 
one patient, that a process develops in stages. The length of time that 
the nurse spends with the patient, as well as the constancy and frequency 
of their meeting, aJI\ong other factors, colliline to determine the rate of 
progress, as well as the uniqueness of the relationship. Therefore, any 
observable behavior or effect can be understood according to the stage or 
the phase of the relationship development, and particularly in retrospect. 
As students of psychiatric nursing have pointed out, the meaning 
of the interaction between nurse and patient is interpreted in the process 
of its development and according to its relevance to the situation.3 
Hines cited Mello's division of the therapeutic relationship into three 
phases: (1) the phase of initial contact, (2) the phase of uncovering 
~obert C. Hunt, "Rehabilitation Potential of the Mentally Ill," 
Rehabilitation of the Mentallz Ill, ed. M. Greenblatt and B. Simon (Wash-
ington, D. C.: Publication No. 58 of the Alllerican Association for the 
Advancement of Science, 1959), pp. 25-26. 
2 Kalkman, p. 190. 
3catherine A. Hines, ·~n Examination of the Educational and Ther-
apeutic Values Inherent in a Close Nurse-Patient Relationship" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston Universitz, 196o), p. 12. 
1.4 
·" 
and dealing with the patient• s problems, (3) the phase of separation.1 
If the phase of separation is imposed upon the relationship because of 
the completion of the academic course rather than by the process of de-
velopment, complexities ~ be operative concarrent:cy which are unique to 
the IBtient and directly proportionate to the degree of his illness at 
the time. Moreover, this imposition can be no more unfortunate than sim-
ilar experiences which have been verbalized by students, nurse-practition-
ers, and educators whose general opinion was that "separations" must be 
dealt with repeated:cy in the course of normal living as an element of 
reality. Acceptance of this idea by a mental:cy ill patient 11111St be viewed 
as an indication that the longing for infantile comfort and security has 
been conquered, or at least mastered to a considerable degree. 
At the completion of the academic period, and, of course, the 
actual separation of the nurse aDd the patient, nurses agree that a cer-
tain degree of acceptance is reached. Before this time, hwever, Portnoy 
found that her patient became more threatened by the problem of separation 
as the time drew near. She stated: •Past experience with loss and feel-
ings of grief which were incomplete:cy worked through intruded upon the 
present situation to intensify the guilt present in all separations. n2 
Kennedy reported that her patient ignored her explanations about terlllinat-
ing the relationship, talked about going h0111e, was depressed, agitated, 
ambivilent, and displ.qed regressed behavior. 3 To a lesser degree, 
~bid., pp. 13-14. 
~ranees L. Portnoy, "l'he Nurse and the Patient--An Introspective 
study of the Behavior and the Emotions of the Nurse• (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University, 1951), p. 120. 
~lyn Kennedy, "An Explanation of the Effects of the Intensive 
lS 
:! 
Camirand found regressed behavior--reactions of anger, denial, disturbed 
l 
communication resorting to acting out behavior, and finally sadness. 
Payne reported that her patient reacted with stoDY" silellces to her 
attatpts to help bi.lJI verbalize and, therefore, cope with separations. 
This reaction, together with his rei'UIIal to look in her direction, had the 
effect of producing the feeling within her that she was neglecting him and 
evoldng the representation of different kinds of loss. 2 This seems to 
imply that whatever occurs between the patient and nurse may be considered 
to occur as it does because of the uniqueness of the relationship. 
Although this is not necessarily behavior which is unique to the nurse-
patient relationship per se, the individuality of the relationship has the 
power to produce this reaction, that is, responsibility within the nurse. 
Regressive behavior, believed to be evidence that the patient is not yet 
able to accept separation, together with the nurses• beliefs and increased 
\Uiderstanding of the basis of mental illness, do seem to conflict with the 
total separation process. 
In describing her dilen~~~a, Pride wrote; -Trying to learn fro11 
' this experiiiDCe [one-to-one ll1U'se-patient relationship] without giving in 
return seemed too 11111ch to ask of this withdrawn, frightened man. • She 
explained further that she doubted holr she could help the patient, that 
Nurse-Patient Relationship in the Resocialization of the Institutional-
ized, Chronic, Psychotic Patient• (unpo.blished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1959), p. So. 
lratrici.a Camirand, •A Study of the Variations Which Occur in One 
Patient's Behavior as the Result of a :Nurse-Patient Relationship• (utiPUb-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1960), p. 36. 
2Sbirley Payne, "An Introspective Study of the Influence of Death 
in a Nurse-Patient Relationshipn (unpublished Master• s thesis, Boston 
University, 1960), p. 24. 
16 
her efforts might have only a temporary effect, if an;y, and that she con-
stantly wondered what would happen to the patient when she was gone. 1 
Peplau has offered some explanation of process in the nursing care of a 
patient with a physical illness. She has identified four phases in the 
nurse-patient relationship: (1) orientation, (2) identification, (3) ex-
ploitation, (4) resolution. 2 The first three seem comparable to Mello's 
three stages cited by Hines, of nurse-patient relationship therapy with 
the •ntally ill. 3 The third phase, described b7 Pepla as exploitation, 
in which the patient uses all the services at his disposal toward going 
h0111e, overlaps with identification, the second phase--the phase in which 
the patient is able to accept his dependent status and knows that he will 
receive help. The third phase, exploitation, also overlaps the last 
pba.se, resolution. Peplau has described the last phase as the time when 
the patient gradually relinquishes his old, dependent beha"llior which was 
necessary during earlier periods of his illness and hospitalization. 
This last phase is more psychological and does not always come about in 
conjunction with the physical cure. However, it is c0111111only agreed that 
developmental progress occurs when needs are satisfied and that needs 
which become resolved because of deprivation continue to be desired. 4 
Thus, although the majority of mentally ill patients do make use 
of therapeutic nursing relationships, the termination of these relation-
1Martha w. Pride, "A Study of Interaction Between the Patients of 
Ward A and the Members of a One-to-One Nurse-Patient Relationship" (un-
pu.blished Master's thesis, Boston University, 196o), p. 1. 
2 Peplau, p. 21 
3Hines, pp. 13-14. 
4peplau, p. 42. 
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ships is found to be a baffling, painful, and hopeless experience. Forms 
of disturbed, regressive behavior which occur during the phase of separa-
tion may be recognized as attempts made toward protection from the threat 
of losing love, however ill-defined the love may have been, and the fear 
of separation from a significant. person. Menninger explained that, from 
a psychological standpoint, all fear originated from earJy experiences of 
the child; and that for the child, the loss of love is nearly equal to the 
loss of life itself. The combination of fears, painfully experienced in 
childhood to be losses, particularJy fear of loss of the mother or mother 
surrogate, is later internalized as fear of conscience. This fear from 
within, plus the real fears of the external environment, constitute the 
threats of adult living.! Exaggerations and distortions of internalized 
fears leading to contusion, delusions, and hallucinations about the out-
side world, as seen in mental illness, are over-simplifications of the 
conditions with which nurses deal in terminating a relationship. 
In attempting to understand the llll1llY roles in which patients cast 
nurses, more conscious and deliberate effort toward objective nurse-
patient relationships develop and may serve to allay the emotional drain 
experienced by the nurse. As the separation process is initiated and the 
patient's behavior reverts to regressed types similar to that which was 
first observed in the nursing relationship, something more is evident. 
The hostility, the resentment, and the sadness the patient displays in 
his ambivalence denotes, perhaps, his unwillingness and. his inability to 
tolerate separation. 
lxarl Menninger, A Psychiatrist's World {New York: Viking Press, 
1959), PP• 562-563. 
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The concepts underlying ambivalence of emotions toward significant 
persons who are gone, lost through separation or death, were expressed by 
Freud as the double feeling--tenderness and hostility--against the de-
ceased. This conflicting feeling experienced at the time of bereavement 
as mourning and also as satisfaction, in most cases adjusts itself through 
a process of projection--an unconscious mechanism described in psycho-
analytic theory which disclaims hostility and attributes it to another. 
If, as Freud believed, the hostile impulses directed toward those persons 
who are loved could remain latent while they were alive, then the impulses 
stayed in the unconscious; upon the death or separation of the loved 
person, however, this is no longer possible and repression by projection 
1 takes place. 
Of further significance in understanding the patient's reaction 
to separation loss may be the concept of the omnipotence of thought. 
Freud found that it was characteristic of the neuroses and that a real 
experience does not cause the symptoms to develop; the belief that the 
thoughts themselves are real is the cause. 2 Bellak cited Geleerd, who 
believed that she bad observed symptoms displayed by children which were 
prodromal signs of schizophrenia. These children were unable to tolerate 
separation from their love object and, therefore, retreated into a fan-
tasy--the world of omnipotence. Their behavior also indicated their need 
to control every situation out of a fear that they would lose control and 
therefore decrease the effectiveness of their fantasied omnipotence. 
lSigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo (!lev York: Random House, 1946), 
pp. 83-84. 
2rbid., pp. 112-113. 
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Geleerd further maintained that the lack of love in their relationship to 
their mothers was basic to their illness.1 
In discussion of p~cbotheraP,V of schizophrenics, Bellak cited 
Searles' opinion that the schizophrenic patient has extreme dif'ficulty in 
recognition, expression, or in any way coping with his dependency; furtb-
ermore, that the expression af his needs may cause others to reject him. 
He found that the schizophrenic displays ordinary defenses of competitive-
ness, hostility, and grandiose ideas, and is unaware of his need to be 
loved and cared for. His belief' that he will be deprived and rejected in 
a way similar to past experiences is assured by the very defenses upon 
which he has learned to rely. 2 Since the schizophrenic fears close rela-
tionships with persons important to him, they become frightening to him; 
the loss of them would be extremely disturbing. Yet, "his dependency 
needs may cause a loss of identity and the taking in of harmful things--
desires and wishes." There is agreement, also, that the person upon whom 
the schizophrenic feels dependEI1t is perceived as hostile and rejecting, 
since be projects his own frustration and anger onto the person. The 
repressed feelings of unbearable isolation and loneliness are closely 
associated with repressed dependency needs. Searles believed that the 
guilt connected with the dependency needs becomes intensified if' there is 
an attempt to be over-conciliatory or to make up f'or the patient's depri-
vatiol'lS.3 
~opold Bellak, Schizophrenia (New York: Logos Press, 1958), 
W• 6o2-6o4. 
2Ibid., p. 328. 
)Ibid., p. 329. 
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At the time of termination of a relationship, the goal of the 
nurse who is cast into a mother surrogate role is to provide an associa-
tion which allows the patient to enter, what is referred to by Mahler as, 
the phase of gradual separation. The successful outcome of this phase in 
child de~lopment is the formation of a stable self-image which also 
"demands a stable, constant, integrated i111age of the 1whole 1 mother ••• n 
--a separate person, yet one who "embodies the same person tendencies 
toward gratification as well as frustration, of 'goodness' and badness.•n1 
The fact that it takes weeks, or even months, to form a working 
relationship with a regressed patient is indicative of the varying lengths 
of time it takes for a patient to reach a stage in which he can accept 
separation.2 Patients still in need of hospitalization, following a one-
to-one lllll'sing relationship, could benefit by continued care in a nurse-
led group. On the basis of the above theories, plus the recOJmnendations 
of leaders in the nursing field--Kalkman,3 Robinson,4 Loija,5 and Har-
greaves,6 the use of the principles of group therapy was decided upon as 
a means of investigation. 
lzhid., p. 587. 
2xal!rman, pp. 204-209. 
3Ibid., pp. 214-220. 
4Alice M. Robinson, "A study of Twelve Negative Elements Coi!IRon 
to Patient and Non-Patient Groups" (unpublished Kaster's thesis, Boston 
University, 1950), pp. 55-57. 
'neanor A. Loija, "A Study of a Method of Evaluating Democratic 
Action in Small Groups" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
1956), pp. 46-47. 
6Anne Hargreaves and A. M. Robinson, 1'The Nurse-Leader in Group 
Psychotherapy>"~, Vol. L (November, 1950), pp. 713-716. 
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Statement of the Hypothesis 
A group of schizophrenic patients, who have experienced termina-
tion of a nurse-patient relationship that was sustained for a period of 
fifteen months, more or less, will transfer residual feelings of separa-
tion anxiety to a nurse group leader and/or other group members. 
Basis for the Hypothesis 
On the basis of observations accumulated during field experiences 
in psychiatric nursing in two state mental hospitals over a period of 
approximately two years, certain empirical facts seemed repeatedly in 
evidence. The sti.lllul.ation which these observations provided gradually 
generated concepts which led to the eypothesis of this study. 
It was observed that most of the }:atients, acutely or chronically 
ill schizophrenics, progressed in a sustained individual relationship 
with nurses in graduate work field experience. The demonstration of 
regressed behavior in various forms of some of these patients following 
termination of the relationship fostered the idea that they were unable 
to maintain the level of improvement they had reached. From these 811-
pirical observations no infol'lll&tion was sought regarding the success, or 
the lack of success, of the separation process. With the acceptance 
that these relationship& were terminated upon the completion of the 
nurse's educational program, the following questions were engendered: 
1. If the patient had not gained sufficient Wlderstanding and 
psychological strength to integrate useful aspects of the re-
lationship, what provisions were available for further thera-
peutic use? 
2. If the separation, once actually effected, was experienced as 
a total isolation with no ties to the lost nursing relation-
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ship, can the patient be sustained by portions of nursing re-
lationships in the environment? 
3. If the patient is overwhelmed by renewed ambivalence, can he 
safely project his feelings into the environment? 
4. If, during the separation process, the nurse was not free of 
frustrating guilt feelings and, possibly, concern over unan-
swered questions similar to those posed above, is the process 
more likely to be experienced as a repetition of earlier dis-
appointments by the patient? 
==========" -·· 
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CHAPI'ER III 
MEI'HOOOLOGY 
Six patients were selected, with the consent of the physician in 
charge and the collaboration of the supervising nurse of the service, to 
form a group for the exploration and study of some expressions of separa-
tion--observable or inferred. These patients had had an intensive rela-
tionship with a graduate student of nursing. 
Preparatory to the collection of data, consent to undertake the 
study was sought and obtained from the director of nursing and the clin-
ical director of the hospital. Alternate weekly supervision with an 
experienced psychiatric nurse and weekly conferences with a clinical psy-
chologist were utilized throughout the period of investigation. 
Each patient was informed concerning the Eetings by the super-
vising nurse of the building in which he was housed. The decision to 
approach the subjects in this manner was mutually agreed upon by the 
supervising nurse and the investigator. It was felt that the patients 
would be more able to accept an invitation to participate in a group from 
a familiar and trusted person than from a stranger. 
All six patients who comprised the group were chronically ill 
schizophrenic males between the ages of thirty and fifty, and had been 
hospitalized for more than five years. At the time of this study all of 
the subjects were patients on the continued treatment service of the 
hospital. Three patients were diagnosed dementia praecox catatonic, two 
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dementia praecox other types, and one dementia praecox paranoid. All had 
experienced the termination of an individual nurse-patient relationship, 
between January 1959 and January 196o, with a graduate student in prac-
tice study in the psychiatric nursing program from Boston University. 
All of the relationships were not less than five months in duration and 
not more than fifteen. 
A total of twelve meetings was held, one each week, with the in-
vestigator in the role of leader and with a nurse as observer-recorder--
the latter making written notations from tillle to tillle. The duration of 
each meeting was one hour, beginning at 9:30A.M each Friday. A tape 
recorder was used for more accurate collection of data and to allow more 
freedom for the observation of non-verbal communication. After studying 
the recordings, the interpretations were presented to the clinical psy-
chologist for his reactions and direction. 
The meetings were divided into four parts primarily to indicate 
a change in approach, which was made with the idea that more information 
would be elicited in support of the hypothesis. The approaches were 
planned as a result of examination af the material gathered during the 
first three meetings. The methods decided upon were: part one, permis-
sive-leader approach in meetings one through four; part two, semi-direc-
tive-leader approach in meetings five through eight; part three, direct-
leader approach in meetings nine through eleven; and part four, task-
oriented-leader approach in meeting twelve. 
On the day of the first meeting the leader and the observer were 
introduced to the patient-subjects by the supervising nurse of the build-
ing. A brief explanation of the purpose of the meetings, the roles of 
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all concerned, the time, place, frequency, and the number of meetings 
were included in the introduction. Additional brief, explanatory remarks 
were made by the investigator in assuming the role of leader. The in-
formation that the investigator was a nurse, and a student in the gradu-
ate program in psychiatric nursing from Boston University, was repeated 
for the group. Reference was made to the fact that, because of the com-
pletion of their school course, nurses who had been working with each 
patient during regular visits over a period of months bad left. Finally, 
the purpose was re-stated, namely, to discover, with the patients• help, 
if they could make use of group discussions to express their ideas and 
feelings about the individual nursing they bad received. Their consent 
was obtained in regard to using a tape recorder. 
When referring to the leader and/or the observer in the findings, 
the capitalized letters "L" and 110 11 have been used for the sake of brev-
ity. The patient-subjects have been referred to by capitalized letters 
of the alphabet, to preserve anonymity and the confidential nature of the 
relationship. 
At the beginning of the second meeting each member of the group, 
including the leader and observer, were supplied with a white, two by 
three-inch card with his name printed on it. It was suggested that 
getting acquainted might be less difficult if the name cards were worn to 
meetings. 
The meeting proceeded without direction thereafter, as did the 
third and fourth meetings in the succeeding weeks--completing part one. 
At the beginning of part two, or the fifth meeting, the idea of 
"sharing experiences" and the concept of 11feedback" was introduced by the 
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leader. In conjunction with the focus upon experiences, variations of 
predetermined questions were used by the leader. These questions were 
interwoven as interaction proceeded rather than being directed to each 
patient methodically. The basic questions were: (1) How did you feel 
when your nurse used to COllie to see you? (2) How do you feel now? 
(3) Do you think having a nurse come to see you was helpful? (4) Did you ' 
mind when your nurse left? (5) How do you feel now regarding your nurse's:' 
leaving? (6) Are you unhappy about your experience or do you think it 
would help you to have another experience of this nature? (7) Do you 
lmow where your nurse went when she stopped coming to see you? (8) What 
activity would you like to participate in now? 
A semi-directive-leader approach was used in which the leader-
initiated topic was intended to stimulate responses relevant to the 
question under study. Part two, the fifth through the eighth meeting, 
was conducted in this manner. 
At the beginning of part three, or the ninth group meeting, the 
leader introduced the idea of another method of conducting the group and 
asked their cooperation. Two !IIBmbers who had been contributors were 
asked to act as silent members far the first part of the meeting, approx-
imately forty-five minutes, to allow the other members who had difficulty 
expressing their feelings to do so. The two members did cooperate, and 
when the meeting was opened to all, they were encouraged to express their 
feelings and to give suggestions as a result of their observations. The 
use of the basic questions and feedback continued to the end of the hour. 
Part four, ar the twelfth meeting, was devoted to filling out 
questionnaires.1 Instructions to the patient-subjects were preceded b,y a 
statement recalling that it was the last meeting, and as mentioned pre-
viously, the time decided upon for filling out questionnaires. The 
leader re-stated the reason that the request was being made of them, 
namely, a means toward more understanding of their ideas and feelings re-
lated to their experience of the individual nursing care they had received; 
The questionnaires were passed out one at a time, and assistance 
was offered where it aJlPeared necessary. 
The first questionnaire, which instructed the patient-subject to 
fill in the blank with the name of his nurse, was designed to avoid con-
fusion as to which nurse the patient was being asked to anSW"er questions 
about. The individual patient 1 s nurse 1 s name was written on each succeed- ' 
ing questionnaire, as part of its design. 
After completing the questionnaires, coffee and doughnuts were 
served and a statement of appreciation was made b,y the leader. 
Management of Data 
The data from each tape was compiled and analyzed, and inferences 
were drawn after each group 1118eting. After all the data was collected, 
situations were selected as samples of interaction which, in the estima-
tion of the investigator, indicated that the subject was expressing his 
reaction to separation-loss. This material was arranged in the process 
of interpreting its meaning, and for clarification, as a communication 
process study designating the time, the person(s), the content, the 
effect, the reference--direct or indirect, and the interpretation. 
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To illuminate the variations and subtleties of the behavior being 
described and interpreted, the terms "desertion" and ''withdrawal" were 
used in conjunction with the singular terms "separation" and "loss" to 
form four categories. All of the one hundred ninety expressions of sep-
aration identified by the investigator were further analyzed and counted 
in one item list or more, as a direct or indirect response within the con-
text of its origin, as shown in Tables 4 through 7, Chapter IV. There was 
a total of three hundred direct and indirect references idEiltified from 
the original data according to the four categories above, and may be seen 
in Figure 1. 
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Fig. !.--Representation of direct 
and indirect reference to separation anx-
iety according to category. 
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Place of Data Collection 
The aeetiags were held on Ward X in a roOM used for a patient's 
day room. Chairs were arranged in a circle with a large round coffee 
table in the center. The tape recorder was placed in the middle of this 
table and cigarettes, brought by the investigator, were placed on the 
outer edge. Some environmental variables found to be distracting factors 
were the loud talking, shouting, and whistling of patients who congregated:, 
outside the day room or walked back and forth in the corridor, the prac-
tice sessions of the r~J¥thm band 1118.de up of other patients in the build-
ing, and the extremes of heat and cold which were 'Uialterable conditions 
at that time. 
The 1nfor1118.tion in Table 1 is provided to give the reader an idea 
of the patient's history and the duration of his illness. The patient's 
location in the building is included to denote, to some degree, their 
familiarity to one another and not for the purpose of identifying the 
patient. 
TABLE 1 
DESIGNATICftS USID FOR THE SfUDY, AND HISfORICAL INFORMATION 
Patient Location Admitted Age Marital Diagnosis Status 
Mr. s Ward 2 .5/29/.51 28 Single Dem. Prae., Cat. 
Mr. B n 1 8/29/34 18 Single II II II 
Mr. 0 II 2 7/9/48 29 Single 
" 
II n 
Mr. w 
" 
2 12/13/42 30 :Married 
" 
n other Types 
Mr. D n 4 1%27/.54 24 Single II " Reac. Par. Wr. A II 1 6 22/48 19 Single • n Other Types 
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CHAPI'ER IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation and Discussion of Data 
The most outstanding findings of the twelve group meetings, from 
the standpoint of thiu study, were the direct and indirect expressions of 
feelings and ideas relating to ueparation. The findings are divided into 
Sections A and B, designating two methods of data analysis. Section A 
describes the findings according to the nWllber of expressions of separa-
tion and deals with the nWIIerical differences considered to be the result 
of the leader approach employed. Section B describes the findings accord-
ing to the particular behavioral patterns and are designated here as 
modes of behavior. 
A total of one hundred ninety direct and indirect expressions of 
separation was found to have occurred in the eleven group meetings, and 
are shown in Table 2. Also shown in Table 2 is the numerical difference 
in incidence according to method of leadership. It was found that the 
numerical difference was greatest between the second and the third method 
of leadership used; that is, the semi-direct approach and the direct 
approach, respectively. However, there was aluo a difference in the de-
pendent variables--the number of participants and the number of meetings. 
Two of the members who contributed the most were acting as observers for 
three-quarters of the time, and there were one-quarter fewer meetings i: 
when direct leadership was used. As the numerical difference between the 
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incidence--the highest, seventy, and the lowest, fifty-four--was approxi-
mately twenty-five per cent, there was no true num.erical difference. It 
can be said, however, that this approach stimulated the more silent mem-
bers to contribute and, therefore, the total num.ber of one hundred ninety 
expressions of separation constitutes a more equal member response. 
TABLE 2 
INCIDENCE OF EXPRESSID SEPARATION ACC<IIDING TO 
LEADERSHIP APPROACH 
Key: P.A. Permissive Approach 
8-:D.A. Semi-Direct Approach 
D.A. Direct Approach 
Meet in@ Leadership Separa- Loss Num.ber Approach tion 
1 P.A. 4 5 
2 P.A. 6 8 
3 P.A. 4 2 
4 P.A. 7 4 
5 S-D.A. 7 1 
6 S-D.A. 10 6 
7 8-D.A. ll 6 
8 8-D.A. 6 8 
9 D.A. 10 6 
10 D.A. ll 8 
ll D.A. ll 4 
Total . . . . . . . 87 58 
Depri- Deser- With-
vat ion tion drawal 
. . 6 2 
. . 4 5 
. . . . 1 
• • 3 5 
• • 2 . • 
. • 3 . . 
• • 5 2 
• • 3 • • 
. . • • 1 
• • 1 . • 
• • 2 . . 
. • 29 16 
Total 
17 
23 
7 
19 
10 
19 
24 
17 
17 
20 
17 
190 
Since a different leader approach was used deliberately in an 
attempt to facilitate equal participation among members and thereby elicit 
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needed information, and since there was a discernible quantitative effect 
on the individual patient, the data were further analyzed according to 
these structural variations. 
In Section B a description of the findings according to modes of 
behavior deals with the data to show how patients utilized behavior, both 
overtly and covertly, to express and transfer anxiety regarding separa-
tion. For further clarification the observations about behavior were 
divided into categories--separation, loss, desertion, and withdrawal. 
Situations were then described under each category which exhibited the 
patient • s use of a particular mode of behavior as a result of his dis-
torted perception. Study revealed the behavior to be mainly one of three 
modes. The first mode was that of viewing L and o, as well as other mem-
bers, as strangers who were unfamiliar--potentially threatening persons 
he could not identify and ones he did not cast in a surrogate role. The 
second mode, designating surrogate roles, was one in which the patient 
unconsciously cast L and 0 and other members into the role of mother, 
father, sibling, or other significant figure, when stressful events in 
the present were perceived and re-experienced as those from the patient's 
prior relationships. The third mode identified was denial, operative as 
a distortion in which patients disclaimed the events and feelings of their .. 
external environment, present as well as past, although their non-verbal 
expressions frequently attested to the contrary. 
Section A 
Responsiveness According to Leadership 
Observations of the group divided according to the leadership 
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approach are concerned with the communicative behavior of the members--
not with the group process as such. To determine the effectiveness of a 
particular type of leadership, for this study, the number of expressions 
of separation exhibited by each patient were counted. For the obvious 
reason that the group was comprised of patients whose long-standing ill-
ness severely disrupted their communicative ability, it is useful to point 
out the ratio of responsiveness between the most communi9ative and the 
least communicative patient in relation to the total number counted 
according to leadership approach. This is shown in Figure 2. 
Key: Total • Most II Least 0 
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Fig. 2.--Ratio of patient re-
sponses to total. 
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Permissive Leadership.--The first approach consisted of meetings 
one through four in which the investigator maintained the leadership role 
of permissiveness and acceptance. Silence and passivity, implicit in the 
permissive attitude in therapeutic groups, were not strictly adhered to 
in this investigation except where a low level of anxiety indicated that 
freedom of expression might be promoted by their use. Furthermore, the 
introduction of the leader's goals mnst also be considered a modification 
of the attitude of permissiveness and its usual connotation. 
Although all members of the group were present as participants, 
except for lll!eting number three when one member, Mr. D, was absent, indi-
vidual coiiiJIIUllicative behav.i.or differed. Mr. D and Mr. S contributed the 
major portion of the verbal data, although when analyzed, Mr. D's remarks 
and behavior, indicating separation, exceeded Mr. S 1s by slightly more 
than four times. In other words, Mr. D contributed slightly over fifty 
per cent, or thirty-seven, of the expressions of separation under permis-
sive leadership, since he tended to monopolize the meetings with his hos-
tile, aggressive behavior. Mr. 0 contributed the least--one expression of 
separation. 
The communicative behavior of the other four members during these 
first four meetings showed generally similar features of withdrawal or 
watchful tenseness--infrequent speaking, either voluntarily or when ques-
tioned. Brief physical withdrawals from the group were made by three of 
these four relatively non-vocal unassertive members. This behavior con-
sisted of leaving the group and moving to the extreme opposite side of the 
room, or standing just outside the group, back turned--sometimes for an 
overt purpose, other times without observable purpose. 
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Semi-DireCtiVe Leadership.--In the fifth through the eighth meet-
1
\ 
ings the use of semi-directive leadership required the investigator to be 
a more acti-re participant. The follOifing three separate steps were init-
iated: (l) The purpose of the meetings was again announced to the group 
plus a re-statement of their common experience--the termination of a 
nursing relationship. (2) A brief review of previous meetings was pre-
sented. (3) The members were infol'llled that questions would be asked to 
stimulate participation. 
Analysis of the data from these four meetings showed only a small 
total numerical increase of seven more expressions of separation over the 
first four meetings under permissive leadership. The significance of the 
difference was seen cr,r again comparing the greatest number of expressions 
of separation counted with the least counted. A numerical difference of 
twenty-nine occurred--Mr. D contributing the most, a total of thirty-four, 
and Mr. W contributing the least, or five. A definite, although slight 
trend toward increased participation of the more withdrawn, less asser-
tive patients was shOifn cr,r these figures. They becBJ11e more meaningful 
when the variable, patient attendance upon which this data was dependent 
was considered. This consideration showed that all the patient group 
members were present far the total four meetings and that the more domi-
'I 
I 
nant member, Mr. D, contributed three expressions of separation less than ' 
he previously did in three meetings. While this suggested greater member 
participation, it did not rule out other inconclusive, causal factors. 
For example, such factors as increased familiarity between members and, 
therefore, decreased anxiety regarding participation would account for in-
creased response. A modification and redirection of the initial anxiety 
==~=~---- .. 
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associated with participation to elements of transferrence phenomena also 
might allow increased participation. 
Direct Leadership.--In the third division of meetings, nine 
through eleven, the direct leadership role was adopted. The two more 
dominant members, Mr. D aDd Mr. S, were asked to be observers for the 
i! 
' I' :i ,, 
i' 
;', 
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first three-quarters of the hour, allowing increased, systematic question-!: 
ing of the relatively non-expressive members. At the end of this period 
total meaber participation was resumed, the two member observers being 
invited to report any suggestions engendered as a result of their differ-
ent roles. 
As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, the greatest 
numerical difference in expressions of separation counted according to 
leadership method occurred between these meetings under direct leadership 
and those just described under semi-direct leadership. Since there was 
one less meeting under direct leader approach, the value of comparing 
findings numerically was limited. 
A relatively greater number of expressions of separation was pro-
duced by direct leadership method, since the majority of expressions was 
from withdrawn patients. Figure 2 pointed up this finding. 
i 
Both the aggressive and the withdrawn patients functioned cooper- 1i 
atively within limitations structured for them by direct leadership. This il 
' 
' trend suggested there was the ability, which also implied a willingness, !1 
of these patients suffering from severe, long-term mental illness to 
progress within structured limits toward i!llproved communication. The im-
portance these findings have in relation to the problem under study is 
that a group of patients with similar psychopathology responded, within 
-==~' 
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the limits of their tolerance, to questions regarding separation with suf- ,. 
ficient frequency and accuracy to give support to the h;ypothesis. 
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Fig. ).--Ratio of individual responses to total. 
Task-Oriented Le&dership.--The twelfth and last meeting consti-
tuted the fourth approach which emplo;yed task-oriented leadership--the 
task being the completion of the questionnaires pertaining to their ex-
periences in the one-to-one nurse-patient relationship.1 
Only three or the six patients completed the questionnaires--
" i: i 
i 
'I ji 
i ~ ,, 
I 
'I 
:I 
i: 
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shown in Table 3. The three patients who were able to complete this task, 
totally or in part, were Mr. D and Mr. S, the two more dominant members, 
and Mr. 0, whose behavior throughout the meetings had remained withdrawn 
and appeared resistive until the eleventh meeting when he contributed 
more freely. Mr. 0 1 s change in behavior was felt to be attributable to 
a reduction of a!IXiety due to less competition and possibly the approach-
ing termination of the group meetings. 
1 
Mr. s Completed 
Mr. D Completed 
Mr. A Not completed 
Mr. B Not completed 
Mr. w Not completed 
Mr. 0 Completed 
TABLE 3 
QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED 
Questionnaires 
2 3 
Completed Completed 
Completed Completed 
Not completed Not completed 
Not completed Not completed 
Not completed Not completed 
Completed Not completed 
4 
Completed 
Not completed 
Not completed 
Partly completed 
Partly completed 
Completed 
Two of the withdrawn, less vocal patients, Mr. B and Mr. W, partly 
completed the last questionnaire with the assistance of the investigator. 
Mr. A completed none. From these results it was concluded that the 
questionnaires, although of the check answer cype, were either too diffi-
cult, contained subject matter which was too threatening, or required a 
degree of initiative beyond their ability. The character of the findings 
obtained from this task-oriented meeting did not lend itself to inclusion 
in ihe numerical findings. 
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Section B 
Modes of Behavior Employed 
The direct and indirect expressions of separation were counted and 
examined according to four categories--separation, loss, desertion, and 
withdrawal. In the discussion, signs indicating any one or all four of 
the categories may be found in the description under each category. On 
the other hand, a part of one situation in a category may not seem to in-
clude indices of any aspects of the other four, yet, u.y be both direct 
and indirect expressions of separation when in context. Although this 
artificial separation of the findings facilitates understanding of the 
diversity of the patients• behavior, it must be kept in lllind that the be-
havior being described occurred during discussion or confrontation of the 
topic separation as it was being studied. The fact that coaunicative be-
havior of the mentally ill is disturbed and disrupted does not mean that 
it l'ftllst be exaur!ned separately. On the contrary, it is most accurately 
understood only in the sequence and context of its original occurrence, 
that is, its unity. Therefore, Tables 4 through 7 have expository value 
for this study, only when in context; however, they do contribute to a 
greater COIIJlrehension of the complex nature of the behavior employed. 
Each category has been discussed in terms of the three modes of behavior 
with which the patients reacted--namely, strangers, surrogate roles, and 
denial. 
Separation 
The following are illustrations of !lOdes of behavior which were 
interpreted as direct and indirect expressions of separation. Those 
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examples were selected which most clearly illuminate that variation of 
anxiety, that is, separation as categorized, and which appear removed from 
its context in Table 4. Repetition of parts of material presented in 
these explanatory illustrations UDder separation may appear in aqy of the 
other explanations of categories which follow. Recourse to data in this 
way was made in an effort to shCII' its relstionship to the whole context. 
TABLE 4 
TCJrAL DIREXJT AND INDIRIDT EIPRESSHltlS OF 
SEPARATIOH IDEtlTIFIED 
Direct No. 
1. Curiosity and suspicion 
of strangers (L It 0) • . 3 
2. L & 0 and hospital per-
sonnel cast in surrogate 
roles • • . • • • • . • • 20 
3. Reference to leaving hos-
pital to return home • • 1 
4. Reference te past; mother 
and family members • • • 9 
Indirect No. 
1. Disturbance in recall for 
time (day of week) • • • 3 
2. Rhythmical body movements 1 
3. Peysical separation from 
the group •.•••• 
4. Anxiety regarding inde-
pandent behavior • • • • 
5. Aimless walking about • • 
3 
3 
2 
5. Forgetting, not knowing, 6. Reference to "drinking" • 3 
and denial • • • • • • • 18 
6. Uncertain about having 
and giving; supplies and 
ideas .. . • . • • . • . • 4 
7 • Complaints of aloneness • 3 
8. Correct reference to ab-
sent nurse . . . . . . . 6 
Total . . . . • . • • . . . 70 
1. Fear of loss of control • 2 
8. Boredom . . . • • . • . • 1 
Total • . • . • • • • • • • 18 
,, 
" 
Strangers.--The first of the sixteen items listed, "Curiosity and 
suspicion of strangers, 11 was verbalized initially by Mr. D. The impres-
sion was that tbi.s was an expression of separation anxiety on the basis 
of bi.s questions--namely, ''What do you want fr011 ue?"; ~ere are you 
[L and OJ from? 11 ; and '¥by are these men here?" These were repetitious 
and redundant--contradicting his earlier remark that he knew everyone. 
This pattern recurred three times in slightly different ways. Confusion 
and anxiety regarding the identity of persons in the imaediate environment 
and a lack of understanding of what was expected of him suggested that 
Mr. D may have experienced separation threats. Fear of being away from 
familiar, less threatening ward personnel, and prolonging the necessary 
identification with the new group probably accentuated separation threats. 
Mr. D finally identified L and 0 as nurses who knew about the "outside, n 
adding that patients were "authorities" in the hospital. He made asser-
tions that he was independent and from a different ward; that none of them 
were perfect (he and other patients); that although he would like to be 
sociable, there was no wq to tell the difference between L and 0 and the 
group aembers; therefore, Mr. D explained, he felt alone. Threat of sep-
aration was indicated by Mr. D 1 s view of L and 0 as unidentifiable stran-
gers. Group ~~e:.bers were also strangers to him presenting an irritating 
and confusing situation devoid of familiar, significant figures and the 
protecting environment of bi.s ward. Vacillation between lonely, depend-
ent feelings and assertions of authority further suggested insecurity and 
a decrease of self-esteem. 
SUrrogate roles.--Patients repeatedly cast L and 0 and hospital 
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perJSonnel in the role of mother, father, or sibling. Twenty incidents of 
this kiDd were identified--all considered direct and indirect expressions 
of the concept of substituting persons in the envirODJRent for significant 
persons from the past when prior feeli.Dgs are reactivated. Separation 
anxiety, demonstrating the need for protection from others, was verbalized 
by Mr. S in the following example. Anxiously tapping the table with his 
toe, Mr. S told thst he was thinking about the nurses, referring to them 
as "good" and "heavenly, 11 and persons who kept him •out of trouble"; only 
.when the nurses were on duty could the patients safely 11tell the attend-
ants about troubles. n The need to feel protected fr0111. the threat of pun-
ishment or disapproval ~ have prompted Mr. S to visualize the nurse as 
his mother, while the attendant may have symbolized the father who might 
discipline hill.. 
Following :Mr. S1 s remarks, :Mr. D, who Clllll8 to the JDeeting dressed 
in outdoor attire and rE!IIIlined so during the hour, expressed similar ideas 
in a slightly different way. Making direct reference to leaving the hos-
pital, he stated that personnel were unfair--some patients were shown 
favoritism, some were Kpushed around.• Although other patients were 
allowed to come and go as they pleased, he was kept locked on the ward. 
Mr. D angrily asserted that his femily liOuld not sanction his being treat-
ed abusively. He exclaimed, "They care for me I wey should I do anything 
without my family's consent?" This was followed by more demands to leave 
the hospital because he said, directing his remarks to L, "You won't like 
me if I don't accomplish something!" Although ambivalence is apparent in 
:Mr. D's last remarks, wishes to return home where he would be lOYed and 
protected seemed predom:i.nant in his words and his behavior, as his outdoor 
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apparel no doubt testified. Casting L and the hospital personnel in the 
role of the punitive, surrogate parent figures from whom he must escape 
to return to the comforts of home further resembled those incidents men-
tioned above of separation anxiety. Later, in angry, belligerent tones, 
Mr. D directed his resentment toward patient-group members, stating, "They 
have people • • • they 1i ve here • • • they were born here 111 Furthermore, 
he asserted, the hospital was not his hoM; although he had no mother, he 
had a family in whom he had faith. These declarations strongly implied 
further distortion of the eDri.roDment by Mr. D, as he perceived the other 
patients, his peers, •at home• in the institution. 
Direct reference to his relationship with his nurse was cited by 
Mr. S as he related how she had helped him to think and to observe things 
around him. He recalled telling her about the "fake doctors•; of his 
fear when he saw •hate in their eyes•; fear that they would pass out llbad 
pills" or even •give treatment• to the patients. He remarked, •I knew 
about it when I was a small boy.• The latter suggested that Mr. S1 s 
anxiety u.y have stemmed fr0111 childhood--an indirect expresdon that the 
loss of his nurse and the return of fears of being harmed was equated with 
the loss of his protecting, canforting mother. Separation or the absence 
of a significant person--first his mother, then his nurse--may also have 
meant that he believed he would be punished by llbad medicine• for the 
hateful feelings of which he was guilcy. 
Another situation believed to exeaplify separation-anxiety by the 
ii use of placement of the nurse in a surrogate role occurred in the late 
" 
(:, 
phase of the investigation, on the occasion when L asked Mr. D if he 
wished to discuss or suggest anything regarding his nurse. First, he 
reminded L that she had asked him not to talk, then said irritably that he 
bad told L before that be bad no mother, adding in somewhat more irritable 
tones that be always used to be with his 1110tber and now he did not see her. 
This direct reference to separation strongly suggested a correlation of 
recall of the loss of his mother induced by ideas reminding him of the 
departure of his nurse. At this time also, Mr. A, who bad left the room 
far a few lllinutes and returned, began talking spontaneously--co11111enting 
that the building was small am that it reminded him of a bar-room. He 
could not, bove"Ver, explain his remarks further than to li1WIIble that it was 
a tires0111e day. Although, as L pointed out to him, it was only 10:15 A.M., 
Mr. A replied that he had been up long enough. This brief reference to a 
bar-roaa, plus his implied wish to sleep, seemed to indicate a recollec-
tion of earlier needs and of possible ways of gratificatiol:l. Mr. A bad 
previously made references to ''wine, • "beer, • and "drinking, • as ideas of 
loss of mother evolved from questions regarding the nurses who bad left. 
While not conclusive, indirect expression of ideas of placing the nurse in 
the role of surrogate mother may have been inferred. 
In still another slightly different way Mr. D again seemed to cast 
the nurse in the mother surrogate role as he asked L to allow him to go 
home on SUnday because it was Easter. He stated that he did not have 
Visitors, nor did be have a mother. He explained further that there was 
no nurse on his ward; therefore, when he preViously bad left the hospital 
he bad been brought back by the police. EVidently he felt that L could 
give him permission to go home as well as other sanctions, adding that he 
did not have a mother to back him up, that he was sick, and his people 
were sick also. In his aweal for help, Mr. D referred to the real loss 
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of bis dead mother and sought fr0111 the nurse the assistance once given 
hill by bis aother. 
Danial.-Both direct aDd indirect expression of separation 
anxiety, nidenced by baba'Vior which avoided or tended to ignore certain 
reality factors, vas 110re clearly and 1110re frequently observable in the 
least vocal 118111bers of the group. :ror example, Mr. W maintained rigid, 
tense postva and began 111ost of the meetings by asking L, in a forced, 
urgent aanner, if it vas Tuesday. Upon l.arning that the day vas Friday, 
he settled back in his seat, looked soEVhat perplexed, although more 
relaxed, but vas \Ulal)le to answer qllestions asked by L in an effort to 
uDderstand the significance of "Tueeday. " H011ner, Mr. W nodded in 
parrot-like agreement when L asked hill if his nurse used to come on 
Tuesdays. It was later ascertained that Tuesday was also the day of 
weakly meetings of ~tiants and personnel led by the ward ph;rsician in 
which Mr. V lAd~ other lllellbars partioi~. In spite of this clar-
ifying inf-tioa, Mr. W continued to ask tM l!l8lle question for several 
111ore meetings 1 .and oa ... occasion asnd if' the day was Wednesday. He 
seaed nrprised 1dlen Mr. 0 said that it vas Friday, and again agreed 
with L vben ulted it his n11rse caM to sea bill on Fridays also. 
Tbe fact that Mr. W vas foreip-borll, aDd RWently bad not naas-
tered the l!Dgll.ah laJtC1IIIafl well e110qh to cawnnicate effectively, con-
tributed til his till-. Mr. w•s behavior did c-nicate rigidity and 
tension, suggesting a watchflll. fear of L aDd o, whose presence 11111y have 
represented a separation threat in tlle fo:nrr. pf replac8118Dts of f&Dii.lisr 
persons--doctors, nurses, and attendants whUII be knew IUid eould trust. 
Silll:l.larly, Mr. o•s behavior presented a pict111'8 of rigid atten-
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tion, 'broken olll.y occasionall:y by parioa of r~Q"tluli.cal JROvement of his 
feet. He wore a IWik-like, half emile, and he always Clllll8 to the •eat-
ings wearing his hat which he did not rea>ve at an:y tills. On one occa-
sion, L asked Mr. 0 if he bad an:y difficulty keeping track of the days 
when his nurse c&lll8, and he replied that he did not. Then, as an after-
\ 
thought, he remarked that he alaost forgot t!Bt it was Friday. In 
spite of this seeaing alertness, Mr. 0 could not answer further questions 
a'bout his nurse, sa;ying in his characteristic, nat, 11onotone that he 
did not know what to talk ahout. Professed forgetting and not knowing 
facts as a protection acainst the realit.:y of the ext.smal mviroiiJIIent, 
which 11&7 have been painful, denied posld.ble rejection or disapproval 
connected with separation anxiety. 
Of furtber aigrdficance is IUIIleretendi ng behavior deaiped to 
camouflace mea:aing was an occasion whell Mr. W left the group to pace 
back and forth during an angey outburst directed toward L and 0 b:y Mr. D. 
Mr. W verball:y dmied his llxi.lity to explain his restless behavior. His 
tone was flat, his words forced, and his face nusl»d, suggesting that 
he cwl.d not allow aa;y verbal response to feelings which may have been 
aroused. The confusioa and insecurit:y from iacressed anxiety uy have 
been felt as a threat to his defense of rigidity against change, lllilllicry 
in place of lUderstanding, and wit.hdrawal from events of the present. 
Sillilarly, Mr. 0 also ailltained his limited range of behavior, 
rep~ng to questims im flat, inditfU'ent monotones. For example, he 
said that when his 1l111"Se cams to see him they weut for walks and pl~ 
clll'lis but that he did not say an:ything--he did not talk lllllch. 
Mr. A, whose verbalising was lillited, coDRUDicated with other 
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m811bers in a way which sMiled to deny ar ignore li&D1' realities of hie 
IIIUToUDdi.ngs. For eDIIIple, Mr. A offered Mr. D a cigarette; then he got 
up from his chair and walked about, eeked L if 8.11110ne wanted a glase of 
water but did DOt reply to L'• question as to 'llhetber he wanted one or 
not. Mr. A circled the group once and sat down. In a few seconds he 
got up and went out of the room, returuing iD approxl.mtel7 five ai.nutes. 
He ee8118d. to be ucertain whether to sit with the group ar nG~t. He asked 
Mr. D if lie was s110kiag (Mr. D had not amoked at any of the Eeti.ngs), 
then tvD.ed his back to the grOllp Uld. walked cmtr to the window, about 
mid-wq of the room, aDd stood loold.JIC out. His behavior suggested sep-
aration anxiety as he att•pted to relate to •IIbera and to L in what 
might be called &D inclalllete apprac:h...ttDdrawal 11ethod. In other 
words, he broke off hill cOIIIIIIIUii.cation before others could enter into 1111 
axch&Dge of id.eae with bill!. Therefore, the interpretation could have 
been that Mr. A was attempting to determine whether he llight have sup-
plies and also give tba to others, whether he was acceptable to the 
grov.p, particularly to Mr. D who bad previO\tsly directed his hostility 
toward him, and if he could reject the group without harllli'ul ret&Uation 
from thea IIDd other significant persOI!IS. During the allcmt episode Mr. A • a 
face wore a bored, apathetic upresllion in denial of UfT interest in 
othere or the pesllibility of thC.r interest in him. 
Mr. B1 s behavior aad responses to questions from L, which were 
illterpreted. as ~~eparation amdety, were coDSidered to be attempts to 
evade or escape from contiDiled queetioaing Dy &01118 fora of denisl. For 
example, in answer to a question about his feslings :l,n regard to his 
nurse having left, he replied that he had not missed her yet. en another 
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ocoaaiom he replied tbat be felt all right a0o11t it, then added tbat he 
would be all right vh• be got hoae, Freqll8Dtly, follcnr.l.ng these re-
urn, Hr. B left the gro11P te111porariJ.7, aDd stood with his back t011ard 
thea, looking out the window. Ansvere to questions regarding the depar-
ture of his nurse vera giTen in a neue, soaewhat coDruing IUllller. He 
talked in a 1011, IIIUffled Toice and aailltained a disinterellted, Tacant 
a:presaion. Apatb\r, v!Jich aened to preTSnt i.IIYol ftiUilt and discourse 
about ideas which -.y illaTa prOTOked amd.et;r, helped to IU.i.nt.ain denial 
or tile loss of a aigrai.ficant persoa. BehaT.i.ar which excluded others, 
such as pllya:l.cal. witbdravel froa the grollp aDd turning his back on thea, 
not oul;r u:preaaed Hr. B 1s resistance to giTiag Terbal infOl"aation about 
his rel.atiODUip with his nurse; it also constituted an enactaent of his 
feelings of separation. Repeated aaaertiou that he vee going boae, in 
oswer to questimas fro111 L, strongly suggested that the use of the idea 
helped l!iJI to coatrol the stressful a:l.tution, 
Loss 
-
Data idmtified as direct md i.lldirect expreuioas of loss were 
cOIUlted and are sh01111 in Ta\Ue 5. 
st.raagera.--o.r the tveDt;r-oae itii!U or loss, those which i.Ddi-
cated that the pe.timt vas appareat.ly 'Yilllring L and 0 and/or other group 
•IIbera as strangers will be described. 
Hr. D's appareat fear of expon.re to hara and d&lllage b;r stran-
gera--L and 0, who were seeki~Jg iRf'oraation-oo his feelings of defi-
cienc;r and deprintioa due to hie long hospl.tal.isati011, demonstrated his 
seue of loss even to the point of reluctance to giTe his opinion. Tile 
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TOTAL DIRIDl' AliD DIDIRml' EIPRESSUJIS OF 
LOSS IDEII'l'IFim 
Direct lo. 
l. FeU" of ax:posure to ham 
and d-e• . . . . . . . 3 
IIIICiireet Jo • 
1. Fear of ham fro11 °fake• 
people, retli.nders of past l 
2. Anxiet;y r-carding retus-2. Reference to deficiency 
aDd deprivation • • • • • 3 iDg and/or accepting 
3. Fear of gi'ring • • • • • l 
4. Desire far eociabilit," 
and appro'YBl • • • • • • S 
S. Protests of loss of eelf-
eatesa (deprivation) • • S 
6. Actual reference to nvse 
euppl.yiq needs • • • • • 7 
7. Lolls of food • • • • • • 6 
8. El:presHii need far food 
gifts • • • • • • • • • • 2 
3. Collf'usion of identit;y of 
absent aurse(s) ••••• 
4. Identificatioa with inan-
ill&te objects and fear of j_,pic&l loss • • • • • • 
S. Feeliags of inhibition, 
nstrictioa 8Dd pc~~~erle-
2 
3 
nee• ......•..• 3 
.14 6. Deaial of loss of nvse 
aDd drink • • • • • • • • S 7. AJ1P7 reference to de-
parture of mrree • • • • 4 
9. Fear of death • • • • • • 3 
10. Protests of loss of faa-
il1' utl/ ar supplies f'r011 
t&Jii.q • • • • • • • • • 
n. Reference to loss of 
1110ther • • • • • • • • • 
12. Angr;y reference to L It 0 
9 
7 
Ulll/ or departed n11l" se • • 3 
8. Ceafllsion of day ot the 
week (loss of till&) , • • 1 
9. Agitated pacing ••••• 2 
Total • • • . • . . . • • . S7 Tetal . . . . . . • • • • • 32 
sipificance of these co.plaints of lfr. D was the earl;y occurrence ia the 
first ~~eating Uld. the pertinence to the phenoaenon under st'lld1'. Toward 
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the elld of the first. •et.ing his auiet.;r iaereased and he first appealed 
to L to be allOII'ed. to go ho• tG see his sister, then bec11111e ang17 and 
resent.f'lll because of his confineaeat.. He complained that L vas free to 
lean and that she did nGt. uderst.alld A1a as the "women• that helped him 
did vha Jae vas a child. His feelillgs of loss were exaplified as he 
angrily bl-d the Dlll"Ses and the iDst.it.ution tor not pel"llitti.Dg hill to 
go ho•, prGtestin&, "'f;T 110ths:r isn't liviRC." Mr. D uplained further 
that all he had was a tllllli.]J; he had •faith in tl!laa; the;r help IR8 out 
••• when I need. a dollar or •-tiline; l'a no!; gettina; that here. I 
doa' t get IIORtiJ' here ar ~hin&l" Possiel;r of greater significaace, 
ind.icatia& deprintioa, vas Mr. D's allP'J O\lthvst directed toward Mr. A 
later ia tu secelllll aeetina;. Loold.JI& at Mr. A, 11ho laad cast diapsted 
&laacea in his direotiOil, Mr. D said aqril;r, "1 hate hiJal Just looll: at 
hiral I &. u ha'llas il,r gatal He's got a brother and a 110ther and 
father to help !!!!!l" :S,. the use of the word •thea, • Mr. D included 
other •IIbera ia his final declaratiaD. The illt8D8it;r ot Mr. D1 s teal-
iaa;s of loss, upressed as hate transferred to the gr~t\lp 1daaa he ennecl 
for their possunons, and as reseat-t. toward the iast.itut.ion, ps:rsoa-
nel, and L and o--the strangers--sqgested his need to llllintain "faith• 
in his faail;r. Altho\lgh Mr. D stated tmt Mr. A's faail;r was 110re help-
ful to him (Mr. A) than his own, las apparently cOIWi not recognize that 
he was tranaferrizag the accoapau;riag feelizags to others. 
On senral cccasions tbro\lghOllt the period of investigatioa Mr. D 
. . t-
deaout.rated, ia •all ways, an iaorcliaate aeecl for appraval from L, 
which, it was felt, llad a direct 'llearillc .a his &bon behaT.ior. His com-
aents i.Dcl'aded: "You W011 1t like ae if I doa•t &ecOJIPlish soasthing. •; 
Sl 
"Should. I take oue?• (Cigarettes brought :la by L); "Hcnr would you feel if 
I dici?• His resentment expanded, reachi.Dg an angry outburst of: 
like oue. • • • E-nl1'7 ti111e I take one I jl&St get thrOIIJI around. 
-I'd 
• • • 
It ve got no 110ther-she 1 s dead I I bad to work to earn cigarettes. • • • 
You don't bla• • for being •d. . .. That goes umer the syst• of 
narcotics. • •• 'lnl;y shoUd I be deprind. of a priTil.ege? I don't like 
to lose!" 
.llth411lp Mr, D 1 s behavior signified. coDfused idmtifications of 
Land other grou.p Mllbers, lle dicl not SHill to be substituting them for 
11811bers of his flllli.l.;y as is the case wben a person is cast in a SUZTogate 
role, Hwever, tile fear that L aDd 0 aad grou.p -.hers were replacements 
for the sipif'icant flllllil;y figures vas undoubtedly more disturbini than 
the for•r, If this were true, it IIUV' bave accounted ·for the intense 
frustration and oau.ld. ha"fS been looked upon as a neoess81'1 part of the 
process of fandng a the:rapewtic relatioaship, and, for that utter, pre-
dictable behavior perhaps at au;r tillle when a therapeutic relationship 
once 881\abl.isbed vas threatened.; unless, of covse, there vas a reJiission 
or cure of the disease. 
Mr. S displqed anxiety and uncertainty regarding the tape re-
corder and wondered if it would play back his voice. He see~~~ed to ex-
press fear of loss in concern about the recorder being taken ·from the 
hoepital-ski.Dg hOir it would help hill. He said that soMtiiiiiS he mad.e 
a little llistake, like a little lie, and he wondered it it lll&ttered. 
While speakiq, Mr. S anxiousl;y jounced his right leg, 1111aying back and 
forth in his cilair. He se-d to be expressing fear of disapproval fi'OII 
strangers outside of the hoepital which llight result in losses within the 
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hospital, llllCh as support and npplies he DOW enjoyed. Mr. S continued 
to expreu b:iJulelf iD flat, soMWhat t:i.llorous 110notoaes, to the effect 
that althoup he did. Dot COIIPlete:cy uderat&Dd why be was participat:illlg 
ia the grou.p aeetillgs, be kaew it vas to help bia. This also indicated 
that perhaps Mr. S, as well as Mr. D, was atte.ptillg to co-m.cate that 
be Yi•ed L and 0 as strangers and, taerefore, fearful Gd' the loss of 
familiar hospital figllr8s. 
Later in the aeetiq, Mr. S talked about at.her pati8Jlts on the 
ward., dascribiq the oaes who talked as fools, and explaining that one 
gets alone better by not talkiq; talld.llg is like dyiug and " ••• try-
inc to .U:e you die too. • He said he was afraid of their breath. "They 
take you aloug with thea. They follow you around. How do you st&1' out 
of trouble?" <De aeaning which lli&ht ha'ft been contained in Mr. S1 a 
co..anicatioa was that if he equated the lon of his recorded words with 
death as be did abo'le---talkiug is like dJine•--th8Jl his fear could be 
loss of life. 
Mr. S tu.rtber expressed his IIL.t.rust of uiclentifiable persona 
as he told of Wfake doctors• iD the boapital. He related in a flat aon-
otone that be beard. about the fake doctors when he was a youug boy and 
now it •kills• bia to know that there ere -two aakiag belill'f'e baing doc-
tors. • ID addition ts his suspicio~ of these strangers he was scared 
of all psrsou who aiglrt. not be what tbq claiaed and who were treatiq 
patients. Later re-.rks shoved aore conclasively that Mr. s•s COIIIPlete 
acceptance of L md 0 as nwses who wished to help hia was not so defi-
nitely established as verbally acclaiaed earlier. The inference -.q have 
been drawn at this point that since Mr. S Yieved L and 0 as frighteaing 
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straagera, the fear eaerged that he could lose fa.iliar surrogate fig-
ures who co\lld be replaced b.T these .traacers. 
Surrogate Roles • ..-»a.erous iacidaats of patient behavior express-
ing amd.ety regarding loss were interpreted as indications that they 
were respolldi.ng to L aDd 0 allli gro11p aabers in teras of the reactiva-
tion of eaotioDB froa pr&Yious relatioDBhips. The follOifiDg incidents 
best exeJII)lify this phenoaenon. 
On two eccasioDB Mr. B s-d to be re-experieacing L and 0, aDd 
possibly the gro11p, as parsou froa an earlier relatioDsbip. The first 
cccatd.on wss in the seccDd meeting wbell Mr. B, having arrived a few 
llimrt.es after the aeeting begu, explained that he was late because he 
did not feel well; he had •VO!dted. 11 He followed this reu.rk with a 
maffied co-t tbat •they would be all right after they ate.• Upon 
question, Mr. B uawered tltat he vas referr:l.ng to 11the 11111'888. • 
A brief cliscusion about the cla1' of the week begun by Mr. V, 
pllls a silcce of al.llost thirty s ecmds, iDtel"nlDed betweea Mr. B 1 8 
verbalized s:r~~PtG• aDd the uticipation of recovery. At this tiae, also, 
there -8 a mnnrierstaDdiDg betvee Land Mr. B, or a change in his 
identit,' allnl.ng hia to view tiDe DIII'Ses as ill. Mr. B then iDdicated 
an old scar on his hand, stating upon que.tion that it had happened at 
hoae several years ago. 
Mr. B's direct refareDCe to loss was ccacluded to mean a feeling 
of lou, real or illusory, and a rejection on the part of the patient of 
the anrlet:y-stilllllating group MetiDg. Cnpled with the facts of Mr. B1s 
long hospitalisatioa, his behavior described above strongl:y suggested 
that the aeed to reced. ve lOYe ad forciveness as he had at hoae aay have 
been operatiTe. The equation, in tbat case, mght be loss of fo<Ki equals 
loss or rejection of 110ther, aDd eatin& equals recOTer;r or return of 
IIOther. 
The second incident, referred to &boTe, occurred at the beginning 
of the tenth ..ting in which group partacipation was stnctured liJider 
direct leadership approach. It was noted that the orderliness of leader-
initiated iuteraction seeMed to prodace a repetation of Terbal material. 
Mr. B prod aced a conflictaag pictare ia his answers to L' s question about 
whether or not he thought it had baeD halptlJl. for hia to haTe his Dlii"Se 
'ri.sit. First Mr. B stated tbat he felt aU right abOilt her Tisits, 
statin& in the next senteDCe tbat he was sick and had w..S.ted. Upon 
further questioning it was d.eter..:l.ned tbat he was referring to an episode 
of illness that had occurred two days ago. Mr. B related that be was 
sick becaue he did not get 8J:f1' breakfast. However, he did have lunch, 
altho'llgh he wmted afterward. Furtileraore, he stated, the reason he had 
not bad. breakfast vas because he was sick. The confusion with which 
Mr. B related his illness se811Bd to i.JIIlicate, apon ana:cy-sis, tl:lat he was 
experi811Ciag loss repsatedl.1'. In order of his verbalizations, acceptance 
or lave is fol1011ed by rejection aM loes in the first instance; receiv-
ing or laving, followed by deprivation of needs and possessions in the 
second ilultence; al¥1. dependence reslJl.ting in 1111117,Y losses ila the third 
iDstaace. The degree of confllsion in Mr. B 1 s aaBWBrs to questions about 
his mares se-d indicative of the ext•t of role 811bstitu.tion which was 
operatiTS and vbioh doubtless preTented ditferentiation between the 
present and p:i.or relationships as well as whatever iiiiCorporated prohibi-
tions he e:xperitmeed. 
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The following are other leas C<a~Plex UIIIIIPles of' patients• inter-
action iDd.icative of' casting L and 0, as well as other meabers, in illu-
soey roles. 
When asked if' he could recall ~bing more about how he felt 
wh• bis rmrse left, Mr. S annered iadirectly. He "begau by telling 
about "drinking" which, as he stated, started when he was a young "boy. 
He talked with Ids rmrse abo11t his drinking and realised tba t he had 
been ll'lxiag too ~ drillke. He stated that he saw more on the ov.tside 
than he eav at hoae, md tlat DOW he sees better. By drawing, painting 
trees alld birds, his ideas bec8118 olearer, and he thought about home. 
Furtllelw>re, he learned that. drinking vee aot good. He felt he •cot the 
breaks• with his rmree; tbat it took tiae. 
Mr. 8 related the above in .his characteristic, fiat 110notone, 
with an occasional g-.tle rocking or hie bod;y. Interpretation of' Mr. S1s 
1'8118.l'ks aad behavior as his IUlBWer to tke above queetion, that is, how 
he felt when Ids rmrse left, strongly illplied a recall of' old gretifica-
tioDII which he had given v.p ae lost or no louger needed. Specii'ically, 
he had relinqv.ished his nv.rse, his sv.rrogate -ther, as he had hie real 
aother and llllll1' or his boyhood gratii'icatione. He seeud to be saying 
that, in addition, he bad a broader ov.tlook. 
Mr. A, who had been talking about his sore hand and the lack of' 
good drinks--beer and wine-continued talkiug inappropriately in IUlBWer 
to tbe qustion of' hw he felt when his 11111'88 left. He said that he 
guessed tbey Blleded scae whiskey, as one starts to drink at age seven-
teen. Whell asked if' thoughts about his rmrse relllinded hia of' drinking, 
he aa~nrered in the aegati ve, adcliag that 1 t was "bed to drink:"; that he 
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guessed people did so to forget their troubles. Upon further questioning 
he said that he did not know tba reason ba wanted to dri.nk--thet f!IYery-
body could dri.Dk at age llixteen to Jliaeteen. 
Interpretation of Mr. A's c-nts in relation to the experience 
of b:l.s nurse's departure suggested thet ba vas reluctant to co11111Ul1icate 
his feelings of deprintion directlY'; thet he could give expression of 
dependeat needa in relation to the put. Reference to foraer behavior 
which gave satisfaction as Wbad• teaded to Obscure its importance or the 
idea that dependmt needs could tie adllitted., even those thet are as 
necessary an aspect of hwBan growth as one 1s relationship to one's 
aotbar. Tbarefore, if he were to adllit accurate recall of the departure 
of his nurse, ~ther surrogate, would there not be danger that the -
connotation of badness be affixed? The fact that Mr. A vas admitted to 
the hospital at age Dinsteen was believed to be aeulingful mdence that 
he •Y have associated loss of his nurse with the loss of his flllllily--
both occasions when he did not feel good. 
Kr. D answered questions aore directly about his feelings re-
garding his nurse 1 s deperture, although the clari t7 of his cOIIIIIIUDications 
vas obscured b7 coafuion of ideas amd ubivalence. He angri:cy coa-
plaiD.ed tc L that he vas not stupid--that he could read L' s lllind as well 
as llhe could read. his. He coaplained about the treatment he received, 
both blaa:i.q ad def8Jldi.ng h1s nne. He said that he did not see what 
difference it •de what he talked alilov.t; that he would tell Dr. B (Hos-
pital Ad!l1nistrstor) about being locked np, having no canteen cards, and 
no help troa the nurses; aDd aalted wb;y b:l.s Dlll'se could go ont and he 
coal.d not. He contiBiled for Bf!IYeral llimltes in aounting agitation that 
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•aOIIHDe needs a good piUICh in tbe nose•; he knew what vas going on, and 
asserted thst his nurse vas not teacbi.JI& Ilia 811J"thing. Mr. D denied 
being agitated; he ruaated b«i.q •ld.cked around,• clai•ing that thq 
(the patients) were going to fight for their rights; the nurses would not 
obey hill and he v~d haTe nothina aore to do vi th thea. In his final 
Tolley of. wards he threatened L tbat if am •tooled around• azq longer 
she wo'lll.d be sorry. 
Mr. D's f'eeliags of' loss seeaed to be compounded by his belief 
thst his nurse left because of' her disapprOY&l of hill and his depeadeJICY 
upon her for satisfactions. Altlloqh there was selllli.Dg inconsistency in 
Mr. D's identification of 11h011 to blaM for his felt losses, he adhered 
to the idea that "mmrses" were the priae offenders. Howeorer, he Tigor-
ously COIIPlained that the 1111rses neglected hill on the one band; on the 
other, be threatened thea for atttlllding hia. The llllbiTalence discernible, 
altl:lough the to tel effect vas snaer, vas cl:laracteristic of lGBs, or the 
threat of loss, of a significant perscm. The inappropri&teness of the 
response strongly indicated tblt it origiD&ted at a .uch earlier period 
in the patimt•s life, his childhood; aDd was beina re-experienced in his 
relationllilips with marses. 
The abOTe interpretation vas further supported by Mr. D 1 s con-
tinued complaints of deprintion and the failure of nurses to meet his 
expectations. He protested that the nurses talked to hilll but they did 
not II8&Jl what tbe7 said, nor did it Jil&1 ths "to correspond. • He COII-
plained that the hospital was a "hell-hole• and he vas sick of it; there 
vas no recreation, and when he did accOJIPlish soMetbiD& it vas taken av&7 
trc. bia. When L asked hia if he thought it vould aggrante hia to talk 
about hill marse, he avoided an aDSWer, sqing that all he recalled vas 
that he loet at cards; •It was the sue story.• These remarks qgested 
that Mr. D equ.ted the deprintion md llllffering he vas experiencing, and 
which he attributed to the inetit11tion Uld its personnel, with past ex-
periences of holle ad fllllil.y during earlier years. 
Mr. D continued threateningly tbat his brother would "give some-
body an awful beatingt• He angri:Q" pointed to other 111811bers and asked 
what they had to show for the•elvesJ they were not worth a cent IUid he 
did not care what they thougl:lt, for he vas tbinll:iag of hills elf. He 
again expressed the idea tbat the otber aeabers CIUII8 !roll the hospital, 
adding that the,r got -Y with tll1l'der-they always saw him COlling. 
The iBteDBity or Mr. D's effect ia the expression of loss and 
his verbal threats to other -bers seeaed to s11pport the interpretation 
that rear or hie isolation and his ideas of eliainating others lii!IJ have 
been Tined as a threat or his being killed. In addition, fear .ay have 
been inferred in Mr. D's rejection of Las •a llll81't alec" who had no 
right to coae there and tell thea wbat to do. He paced about excitedl1', 
stating that he was going to tell other 1111rses about L, tbat she was 
getting llWIQ' with IIIU"der, she had no reason to abuse hill, and he would 
report her to the hospital superintendllllt. Expression of the rejection 
he felt fr0111 others onto the en'tirODMnt vas further eTidenced by his 
marks, as he re-joined the group, tbat nobody wanted him, tbat nurses 
took from patients rather ti:Bn helpiDg them, tbat all personnel were 
fakes, IUid tbat he could not be responeible for SYerybody. Mr. D 
indicated his intense feelings of rejection by his withdrawal from the 
group, his conf'usion regarding his role in the group, IUid the role of 
others in relation to L md 0. His behavior also indicated that he felt 
depriTed. to the extent of balieving things were taken froa hill by the 
significant persons, particularly things he enjoyed. He was convinced 
that people were not who they claillled to be and that he could not trust 
or n.pport them. 
Mr. W demonstrated SOJII8 iJI!)atience and irritation when he was 
asked questions regarding his experiences with his nurse. When asked if 
he would like to have a nurse come to visit hilll again, he replied that 
he would s011etimea. He was asked if they' did other than talk when his 
nurse oaae to see hill and he replied, "Sit doliil and keep quiet. n Sitting 
straight aDd rigid in his chair, Mr. V fllr'ther reported in forced, halt-
ing speech, thet he felt anger toward his nurse on occasion. The above 
suggested that Mr. W bec1111e angered b,r talking in the same we;y that his 
non-verbal behavior seemed to collllllllJlicate to L in this instance. By con-
fusing the identity of the participant, that is, viewing the nurse as a 
significant figure from an earlier lite period, protection from the 
emergence of dangerous, ambivalent illpalses seeking discharge ~ have 
been obtained. 
On other occasions Mr. W either replied that he did "not know" 
to III&D;Y' of L1s quest;ions ar he replied by llimicing L's coR~~ents. How-
ever, there seemed to be indications tlat Mr. W was willing to express 
his ideas but could not pronounce wards intelligibly. He conveyed the 
idea that having a nurse co• to see him had been helpful, that he felt 
better, and tlat he llissed her. This infor-.tion was obtained b,r Mr. w•s 
answering ":yes• and "no" questions, and was felt to be fairly reliable 
since he did not repeat L' s wards so 1111.ch and seemed less anxious. 
Mr. V's de110nstrated confusion and rigidity was believed to have been an 
indication of denied loss in relation to questions regarding the impor-
tant nurse relationship. In that case Mr. W 1111q have avoided admitting 
his loss, fearing that discussion might disrupt whatever intrapersonal 
security surrogate relationships provided him. The ensuing release of 
feelings or hostility would possibly result in rejection by significant 
persons in the i-diate envirolllllent, as well as threatening fixed ideas, 
making thea less valid as repeated verbalisations permitted verification 
of reality. 
other behavior, interpretecl as dmial of loss, was that of Mr. 0 
when asked h011 he felt nOll' that his nvse did nat coae ai\Y more. Mr. 0 
quickly replied that he had nothing to Hif or that he did not know. He 
becaae overtly anxious, raised his -.oice am appeared slightly agitated, 
He viewed the :.Uits aad.e by his nurse as social visits--nat nursing, 
He then supported his assertions by the facts that they went off the hos-
pital grounds for walks aDd for lunch on occasions. Mr. 0 maintained an 
avoidance of discussion of his forasr nurse in an apparent effort to 
evade the expression of loss, If the absent significant person were 
viewed as lost by the patient, denial of feelings connected with the 
nurse 1 s visits would probably serve to reduce feelings connscted with 
loss of other significant persons. However, there seemed to be some 
lessening or Blllnifest anxiety as Mr. O's verbalizations increased. Upon 
further questioning, he vas able to say that once or twice his aunt came 
to see hill but, like his nurse, she did nat come 81\Y aore. In atteapt:i.ng 
to find out what Mr. 0 thought had happened to his aunt, he said that 
nothing had happened; that she just did not caae, and that he wiehed for 
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nothing in connection with the above. 
It seemed evident that Mr. 0 had indicated that he could not talk 
about loss or risk answering questions Wich might lead to feelings in 
connection with the loss of a f&llily member--his aunt--and, more signif-
icau.tly, his mother who had recently died. 
Desertion 
Twenty-two iteas, shown in Table 6, were identified in which the 
behanor of the group members colllll111licated feelings and ideas of deser-
tion. 
Strangers.--Mr. D's repeated au.d varied verbalizations of his 
curios;J.ty and suepicion of L au.d 0, as well as his confusion about their 
identit7 and role, were further interpreted as transferred feelings of 
desertion. To illustrate, Mr. D protested being left on a locked ward 
with limited facilities, saying: 
They knew where I was. • •• I waa upstairs. • •• I was down here 
c:be!ore:l. • •• I can't fight two birds with one stone. • •• I 
know that 70u [L and OJ came froa the outside. • •• You 1re supposed 
to be a WOIU.Il. • • • How do we knlllr the difference between you and a 
III&Jl? ••• Yon ought to know tbatl ••• A •n has to go by his 
surroundings. 
Doubts about stransers (L and 0) 'lllaoa he did not recognize as mEIJIIbars of 
the hospital staff and who gave hia no clues with which he could govern 
his bebaTior, plus his uncertainty au.d increasing irritability, suggested 
a fear of repeated desertion and loss of help and protection which bos-
pital personnel gave hill. Mora conclusive e'ridence of this intarpreta-
tion was deaonstrated at the md of the •eting by' Mr. D's appeal to be 
all<Mid to go ho• to sea his sister, together with his angry expression 
of resentllent because of his confinement. The need to see his fami~ to 
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TABLE 6 
T<Yr.AL DIROO'l.' AJID DIDIRJWT EIPRESSIOIIS <F 
DESMIOH IDDrD'IED 
Direct Ho. 
l. Inability to identify L & 
0 (seen as strangers) • • 2 
2. Questions how to behaTe to 
aToid loss of apprOTal • • l 
3. ADgry resent.ent toward 
enTiroDIIaat (nurses, in-
stitution, allli/or groap) • 8 
4. raeliugs of aloneness and 
helplessness • • • • • • • 4 
$. Jleed to sea falli.ly • • •• l 
6. Wishes to leave hospital • 6 
Indirect Ho. 
l. Abandon111ent by signifi-
cant persons • . • • • • S 
2. Fear of replacement of 
falli.liar figures by L & 0 2 
3. Anger and &lllbi Talence 
toward t llll:ily • • • • • • 2 
4. Fear of desertion pro-
jected onto nurses, group 
anli/or institution • • • ll 
$. Fear cigarettes are a 
bribe from nurse • • 
6. rear of bodily barlll • 
7. Reference to beiug re-
• • 
. . 
4 
l 
7. Reference to being •left 
rut,. •stranded,. and/or 
•not lf&llted • • • • • • • • 4 jected becaU8e of being 
8 • Mother bas left • • • • • S 
9. Nurses aDd institution 
sean as withholding and 
p&Di.tin • • • • • • • . • S 
10. Reference to •good" family 3 
ll. Nurse will approve only 
conditionally • • • • • • 3 
12. Thoughts that absent fana-
ily mflllbers uy be dead • 2 
l3 • rear of accept;iug gifts • 2 
Ul . . . . . . . . • . . 6 
B. Hurse cast in mother sur-
rogate role • • • • . • • 
9. Identification with ex-
ternal objects which ~~ay 
be rejected and/or de• 
stro,.ed . • . . • • • • • 
3 
3 
Total . . . • . • . . . • • • 46 Total . • , . • • • • . . . 37 
refute his feeliugs of abaadouent, and the transfer of anger to the 
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nurses and the institution as tile real cause of his suffering supported 
the interpretation. Elteaplifiecl. also was the diminishing difference in 
the characteristics which distiDguished the aodes of transfer of the re-
sidual feelings. It could be speculated that the above described the 
transition from one to the other, that is, frora stranger to aarrogate, 
and a common step in the process of interaction toward a working rela-
tionship. Another axs..ple cd' a rapid change in role assignraent by Mr. D 
was clearly deraonstrated in a brief episode of Yerbal aggression which he 
directed. toward o. TurniBg angrily trca L to 0, Mr. D asked her several 
questions concerning where she cue tr0111, what she did, where she worked. 
(what part cd' hospitu), aDd vhy she did nat ansver hira instead of just 
writing dawn what he said. In angry, derisiYe tones he expostulated, 
"She knows whether I deserYe it CdesertionJl Sister, you're not getting 
away trOll itt Wh;y don't you answer •? ire ;yo11 afraid l'ra going to hurt 
;you?• The upression o:r hostility ud aggression verbalized here by Mr. D 
sugg88ted. tb&t he felt deserted by his faraily. Their :failure to supply 
his needs raay b&ve been construed. as rejection and possillly that he be-
lieved hillsel.f UBVortby and that he should lie punished. In the process 
of TentiDg his feelings aroused by his interpretation o:r his predicaraent, 
he Tiwed. 0 first as a stranger and then quite rapidly cast her in the 
role of sister aarrogate. 
Surrogate Roles.--Yaristions of 'behavior placed. omd.er the head-
ing ot "Strangers •-one of the three teras used. in this stuey to identify 
modes of trans!erence, and deecrilled a'boYe as transitor,y--persist 
throughout the findings. Just as it is not possible to e:xamine one as-
pect of 'behavior axbaustiTely without consideration ot the total, it is 
not always nlid to classify beha'tior as i.Ddicat.be ar an expression of 
desertion without including parts froa incidents ued elsewhere as ex-
pressious of separation anxiet;r in general or in particular. In elabo-
ration or this point, Mr. B COIIIPlained tbat he hated to be locked up 
ever;r day, citing the fact that he vas all•ed. outside when he was a 
pat.ieat in another bllilding. He added that otller patieuts were free to 
COM aDd. go while he reuined ccmfined, aDd he did nat. UDierst.and 1liJy 
there was a differmce in pri'ri.leges. Upon being asked what. his opinion 
was, he replied irrit.abl7 that he did not. kllow, bllt that he did not like 
it., He followed this with an accouut of being taken for a walk (with 
at.her patients) through a graveyard. and of losing a 111eal becaue of it. 
In angry, resentful tones Mr. D expostlll.atecl with, •AU right if sOBifiOae 
had died or s011ething. Who's going to stlmd b;r M, for crying ou.t loud?• 
Mr. D's r8111al'ks, coupled with the strong effect or angry resent-
Bleat, suggested that ideas or lOlls, death, and desertion .,. have been 
aroused by the gra'9'8J1ll'd scener;r. His qust:l.on about who would stand by 
hill~ haTe iadicated that he wondered if his relatins had died, since 
the;r DO longer c._ to see hill. Further UDderstlmding uy be gained 1:ly 
axa!l'!njng the broad context of the ooc1U'l'ellce of these rSIII&rks for a 
POII!sible relationship. For SDIIPle, prior to Mr. D's report. or the 
gra"f'81'&l'd inciclct and loss of a Mal, Mr. B had related that he had been 
sick and had vomted. Mr. s told or his fear at night and or threats of 
being "thrown in secluion. • Mr. D talked. of DOt seeing his f&llily for 
seTeral -the. Follarlng Mr. D's iDitial rEIIIIU'ks about the walk in the 
graveyard, he vehaentl7 stated that he was going to tell his sister and 
his faail7 that be was •de to go walking through a graveyard. Just 
becallse he had lost at cards he was being •Pllslled arolllld, • he said; then, 
raising his wice iD ang1"7 toaas, he asked L if she thougbt sba could gat 
a:trrq with Ell'dar, adding iD 110re nbdaed tones that it vas lUit'air to val.k 
a sick an thrwp a graft7ard. 
Whea questioned if his experieaoe had caused hia to thi.Dk about 
soaeOJll!l d)'ing, Mr. D replied gradg:I.Dc:q tbat he did not want to talk 
&boat it; that he did aot want to have u,ything to do with it; he just 
wanted to leave to tind out what was happeni.Dg, As Mr. D complai.aed 
earlier, he could not leave the hospital with011t the DllrB&s 1 consent, 7et 
he threateaed the Dlll'Sel!l, or their couterparts, by stating that when he 
told his brothC' what hed tappened (walking throuch a grave:rard) ataare 
would be a reallllll'dar!• Altbo'IJI)l Mr. D1s reaarks s..ad to il!ldicata 
that he felt aband011ed b7 his fu:l.:q, lle directed his hostilit7 and re-
sea,._t toward the institution, its pereoDDel, and other patiuts. 
Sl.pa of res110t.at becaue of belieTed dasertioD by his f811i.l.7 who caae 
to see hill only twice a 7ear, aad. u:presllioas of helplassaess and pCJII'er-
lessneu in his illaess receded as, lll.t:ta an acertai.D aile, :tae appealed 
'l;o L for help, Fear of p!lDishlla'lo, desertion, ad death~ have been 
the result of Mr. D's iaterpretation of :Ideas expressed bJ o'lo:taar patients, 
88 well as the aeani.ag which the behaTior of significant other indi Yidu-
als had for hill, 88 lae cast tbea in various roles froa stranger to sur-
rogate parents and siblings. 
Other behaY.ior vbich sae-.d to indicate tbat Mr. D felt deserted 
was the WilT he seaaed to cast his nrse IRd others in the role of persons 
who did not care abo1lt hill. His expectations on this basis were con-
tained ia tbe repetitiOilB r_.rks: "'o oae cares vheD I lose at cards. 
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• , , She chis IIIU'se:J left me fiatt Wbat did sbe care allollt v.st • • • 
Sbe Jlft"er gan ae money. • • , Alwqa the same stoey, • • • I nppose 
101& haTe to be perfectt" <h one occasion, pacing in agitation o~side 
the circle of the group, he ugrily declared it was a waste of tilll8. He 
cursed w- in general, and, rejoining the group, •de contradictQJ'1 
statemmts abolll:. losing personnel, COJIIIlaininc that he had no marse, aad 
that bis marse took nothiq fro• hia. He w&rlled L not to "fool aroUIId• 
with hia becaue his fai~ wolll.d not. stsnd for it. He repeated that 
althoqb. he had no 1110taer, she had pretected. him whan she -• lbing. 
:hrtbaraore, b.e r.ellbered b.er and he would un the •- "methods• on 
otllere tat llhe had ued on hia. 
Farther indication of Mr. D•s confuicm and inteliSe feeliqs of 
depriYation, b.is fear of tba p011er of llipificant per sOilS, Slid bis doubt 
that his f~ vou.ld retu.rn for llillvere e'Yidmt in his uibinleace. 
He bGt.lll blaaed u.d dafeaded his marM, he accued L of pronld.Dg hia, 
and thea appealed for help 1 adding that his Bm"se left hia because sbe 
had disapprOYed of his beha'rior, Repeated coaplaillts about the hospital 
and the persOIIDel possibly expressed his feeling of nffering experienced 
in relation to his fudly in earlier yean. It vas as if he held the 
belief tbat the - people who aballdomd h1a vould rasCl&e hilll .t'r011 the 
fl'Witrating and punitive assoeiatiou in tlle :~resellt.. 
In fiat 110notones, his body stit~ rocldag back and forth, Mr. S 
related that aa had o~ his brotbar to talk to abo\lt his beharior, ex-
plaining that his 110ther had d:l.ed recent;ly and that slle used to brine hia 
clGt.aas. A tw -t• later, L •de a stat-t to the effect tbat n011 
his arse had lett also. He replied, in tba same expressionless voice 
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aDd cwnt~~~U~Ace, tbat she (his D11l'se) bad not left; that he had. not seen 
her co. He continued, sqi.D& that his nurse vas still at the hospital 
&lid he recalled Jaer in the ~ he recalled a picture. L then asked Mr. s 
i1' he thought he depeml.ed on his nurse, ad he replied that he recalled 
her when he bad a ditticul.t problc. 
Ideas and bebarl.or deacri'b8d above suggest that Mr. S bad feel-
ings of haT.i.n& been deserted by his aotber aDd the idea that he could. 
retaill the *ce ot hia aurae u utlaer surrogate. Gi"f':l.ng allpport to 
the aboTe interpretatioa were Mr. s•a additional r-.rka that he vOI!l-
dered abwt the i•ediate fllture, vhieJa also aggested that uintaining 
skepticiaa a'Do1lt the absuce of illptq'taat peraou allowed tor tbeir re-
tllnl. Later Mr. S again cl1ac1111aed IIOl'e details a'bCIIlt fiY8Dts aDd feelillgs 
CODDected vitla the departure of his D11l'se. He confided that he had. felt 
proud that he collld trust his lllll"ae, although he vas ucertain abollt 
others. 
Denial.--Bebav.l.or of the group IHIIbera, vhicll vas interpreted aa 
both direct aaci indirect expressions ot desertion aDd Which were classi-
fied aa denial, vas observed lesa t~l)' apart fro• other behav.l.or. 
Therefore, the fCillwing illuatratiou of desertion which bave not el-
reac~T appeare4 in tile above •tVial are lbited to two. 
The first is u accO\IIlt or interaction which took place between 
Mr. D 8Jld Lin tl:le sixth ~ing. Hav.l.ag been asked how he felt about 
his 11111"88 le&T.l.ag ha, Ml'. D replied tbat he had not beard f'rCIII hia 
nurse nor had he •- her. He also said that he was not going to hold 
her AallqJ be vas not B1lperii8Jl, aad be could aot win ever)'thing. Tbese 
r..ark:a, togetiler with aa effect ot grabli.ac aad irritation, Bllilested. 
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that Mr. D denied interest in his mzrse, although he later verbalbecl tut 
she had helped hia. Sillce he Nid he .twl ROt heard from his nurse, nor 
twl he seen b.er, it collld baTe bee11 illlerred that Mr. D lii8Y have enter-
tained an idea tba t his IIIII' Be wollld ret'U'II, and also that. he IIUQ' have 
felt in Mae ws;r reapODIIible for bar deplll"tare. The latter was born out 
1a ll.1s repet.itiCIIUI COIIPJ.aiJlt that auraea hed an ad:nntage over sick 
persona; also his scoff:l.ngly hostile pl'CIIlo'IIDC•ent to the effect tlat if 
it accoaodated the nurse, she vollld •- to see hia-if not, he felt 
that it would not concern her. Be added tbat he vaa a:ick and tired of 
the incessant aggra~tion. 
It appeared that Mr, D obscured dependency needs in his multiple 
complaints. A strong qgeation of fear of abando1111ent was inferred from 
his perception of the n:urses as hostile ud. rejecting, of not gratifying 
his needs, and of taldng an unfair ad:nntage of hilllin his illness, 
Others seeaed. illliifferent to hia, and his d:i.seatiatactions indicated his 
uniqueness and his aloneneSB. As has been prev:l.ous:cy indicated, Mr. D 
interpreted the behavior of the hospital. personnel as depriving hill. of 
his freed0111, and he contrasted those liaitatiODs with the leniency of 
his father and brother. Teh81118nt and repeated protestationa about his 
hospitalisatiOD, as well as failure to coaprehead its me•ning, were con-
sidered as cODetituting denial of his real 11.eed to be treated and aToid-
ance of aeparatiOD uudety in general. BeliaY.i.Dg that he did not need 
to be :l.n the hospital and, therefore, tllat he vas apart i'roa his fam:i.l.7 
for obscure reasons gave credcce to hie reaant•nt and hostility. Here 
agaiJI., da.~natrat:l.ng the intensity of his feelings as in previous silll:ilar 
sitva ti01111, Mr, D raised his voice aDd pointed his tinger at other aelllber 
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because they co'llld go hoae and thq also receind rtlits from their fu-
llies. Reference to his dead .ather, his lolling at cards, aDd his alone-
Bess served as further coaclusiTe IITideuoe or his fear of deprivation 
&lid aDanclo-t which had to be ward.M orr by" dedal. 
The secOBd situation, selectM to illustrate the use of dsial 
to aToid possible aareness of feeliags of desertion, occurred between 
Mr. A ud L as the latter atteaptM to elicit :i.Di'Ol'Jiation troa hia re-
garding the ciepartve of his nurse. 
Mr. A appeared bored ad apathetic as in previou aeetings. He 
confused the present n111rsing perso-1 on his ward with his forasr nurse, 
relating tbat he passed they had coffee ad food in the aoming (coffee 
break for persomel). His behaTior follCifed the pattern of foraer aeet-
ings--that or a extremely borN, apathetic iDdiTid:u.l.. He left his 
chair, sqi.Dg in a nat aonotone, "lhhrses c .. ud go. 11 He then t1U'Iled 
and walked to tm oppoli te ead of t8e rooa and ret1U'Iled, aswering L, 
1IBo had aaked. if he lliaaed the n111rsea 'llhllll tbe,y lett, that he did not. 
L also asked Mr. A if he thought he wo'ald llk8 to haTe snotber nurse 
Tilit bia regularly. He awided answering. l!luggerated lack of interest 
and turning a~q from si.pi.fi.ca:at. pehOBs aq han been &II enactment of 
the exp_.i8J1Ce or desertioa he felt. Failure to respond to an offer of 
a significant persOD -ay have constit~ted refutation and/or denial of 
need. 
As intiated earlier, there were fw situations which could be 
interpreted as denial when rea.oTed froia cOBtext. For example, the situ-
ation described allGve in llhich Mr. S spoke of his mother's death and of 
his nurse not haTing left the hospital, llhen as a •tter of fact she had 
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left, illustrated this point. Denial of facts he -..,. have interpreted as 
desertion, tha. t is, the depart.IU"e of his nurse, strongly indicated that 
he IIIIIY have adllitted to the loss of an illportant figare, his real 110ther, 
but not bis BIU"rogate 111other figure at ~ 88M tiae. The use of dsial 
by means of 'riari.ng his nurse as lllotiler 111rrogate illustrated a combina-
tion of two 111odes of dealing with residual feel.illgs. The above 111aterial 
is illllllinative as vall to tile extllllt in which accuracy of interpretation 
u:r be depende.at. llpon tile incluion of un1 than one mde of distortion, 
if so 1lsed by tbe patillllt. 
The following s:l.tution lellds f\ll'ther eUdence of the need of re-
colU"se to other aspects of the original uterial, ar uterisl which has 
been cODYerted into different categories, aaking it possible to see the 
whole context. 
Mr. 0 1s expressed lillited Ullderatanding of the role of the nlU"ee 
in relation to Iller visits to hia apparaly sfll"l'ed to red.ce discussion 
aDd poesible avoidance of talld.Dg abwt the event of beiDg left by a 
aigDit'icant person. He &aid that his 1111rse vent to work. He could not 
explain what she did, hilt rabed his voice in slight irritation to sq 
that abe vu a 1111rse. Upon being uked if he llissed his llll.rse, Mr. 0 
replied that he did. When asked if it aade hilll a little sad, he first 
replied that it did not; ths, that he did not know. In answer to 
further q11estions, he denied aDT feelings; his ansvers bec&ll8 louder with 
a Bl.ightly agitated effect together with a shui'fling MOY8IIIellt of his feet 
L asked if he tbOIICht Miss I had mJrsed hill. Hr. 0 replied with a are 
eapbatic "'fo, • uding that she jut caae to see hill-that vu all. In 
contrast to the a'DaYe reluctance to reveal his ideas abollt his nllrse•s 
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departve, he readi.ly told of what he ud his nrse did together. 
The begil!llling halt of this paragraph in which Mr. 0 avoided talk-
ing abollt the details of hie nrse 1 s departure, and in which he began to 
show SCIJIIe irritation, vas prerl.ousl;r intarpret.ed to indicate awidence 
of diecoatort due to am:iet;r of separation. The latter half of the para-
graph in which Mr. 0 bec&ll8 noticeah]J' 110re anxious and denied any feel-
ing connected with his nrse• s v.l.sita aad aer departure, vas interpreted 
to be denial of feelings to reduce tbeir possible i~tance, that is, 
awd.et;r of desertion. 
Mr. 0 continue~ in a sillilar pattern of first gi'ti.JII a negative 
respcmse to a question, then a positive or infox.ative answer. Mr. 0 vas 
asked it ADJ'ODe else used to coae to see hill before Miss X. His ~edi­
ate reply vas a nat, aODotoned "'lo• which he changed upon a repetition 
of t~ question, giTing the infonation that his aunt cue to visit once 
or twice, but not any aore. 
Although the abo'nl material vas categorised under both separa-
tion and loss as denial to avoid the auiet;r of talking about not having 
visitors as well as denial of ha'ting had a visitor, his aunt, thus avoid-
ing the risk of stillalating feelings in CODDiilction with the loss of a 
faai]J' .. lllber, it becBIIe aore •an:illgi'ul in context. In addition, Mr. 0 
stated that he would Dot like to han another nnrse coae to see hia. 
This stroll&lY ncgested that the peiDt..:J. experieace of absence of a sig-
nii'icut per110n, whether interpreted b;r the patieut as separation, loss, 
or desertion, could not be adllit.ted, particularl;r if these ideas were all 
coa.tained in o11e brief conversation. The uexpected return, in fantasy, 
of a departed person lllight not haTe been effective had a real replac-t 
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appeared, and could have occasioned Jfr. o•s refueal to accept the assign-
meat of another nurse. 
Withdrawal 
Since witbdrawal behauor is largely pb;rsical in the fol'lll of 
1-.ting the group, leaVing tbe rooa, or an cact•n:t. substituting Terbal-
isation, it bas beeR Tiwed as support o! tile IJTpothesis in a limited 
nUIIber of incid.ents reported. 
Of tbe total one hmldred. ninet,. direct and indirect expressions 
of separation anxiety show in Table 2, ODl;y sixteen situations were 
interpreted to be withdrawal, This data vas diTided into swenteen 
iteas of bebaTior, IUld. appears in Table 7, Witbdraval behaTior vas in 
etidence t.hrougho\lt the st.ud;r. HoweTSr, the following •terial most 
clearly illustrates withdrawal in relation to separation anxiet,.. 
Str811Cers.-Mr. A •de use of Pb;rsical vitbdraval for brief' per-
iods more freqll811t.ly than others of ~e less Tocal ll&lbers, His behaTior 
consisted of' valld.ng to tbe farther eud of' tbe room, leating the room, or 
falling asleep, and occurred in one or the .. f'o:nu during each Meting. 
Dllring tbe first ..ting Mr. A expressed hillselt by his pb;rsical 
withdrawal to tbe farther eud or ~e 1'00111. Previous to this tillle he had 
participated vitl! other •IIbera ill close seru.tiny and questions regarding 
the tape recorder, and bad appeared attentiTe to c-.mts about the par-
pose of' tbe aeetings. Mr. A's vitbdrawal occurred when Mr. D bec8118 
increasingly insistent tlla t L and 0 mswer his questions regarding their 
identity, their expectations of the group, and their antbority to harm 
or deprive hi1ll (Mr. D). Mr. A's bebaTior vas interpreted as a means of' 
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TABLE 7 
'l'Ol.'AL MRID'l' AliD IliDIJliXlT EII'RESSI «»>S fF 
WITHDRAWAL IDDI'l'D'IID 
Direct Jfo, 
1. Slouched posture, inat te:o-
tion, arlll/ or boredoa • • • 3 
2. P~eieal withdrawal from 
group and./ ar pacing • • • 6 
3, Olltdde clotbin.g kept oa 
(jacket and hat) • , •• , 2 
4. Withholding opinion • • • 2 
S. Rei'ereDce to fear of aok-
illg withoat consent of 
father or brother • • • • 
6, Denial of understanding of 
gr01J:p • • • • ". • • • • • 
7. Posture rigidit;r, r~­
llical rocking, and/or 
fixed Sld.l.e • • • • • • • 
8, Dosi:ag 1D chair • • • 
9. Conf\laion and apatb;r in 
response to questions 
• • 
1 
1 
6 
3 
about f'or•r nurse • • • • 2 
10. Pb;rsical withdrawal f'roa 
ro011 • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Indirect No, 
l. Avoidall.ce of participa-
tion a:ad therefore rejec-
tion . . • . . . • • • • 6 
2. Rejection of group • • • 2 
.3. lfeed for extra warmth and 
comfort (iDterpersonal) • 1 
4. Needs Dot satisfied in 
past; fears answering 
questiou •.•..•.. 
S. C()1:1f'lict of' desires due 
to. p~ed for approbation • 
~· ~creased anx:i.et:r as 
ideas of loss threaten 
securit7 ••..•. • . 
7. Denial of feelings and/or 
knwledge of' fol'IUir nurse 
3 
3 
5 
2 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 Total . • • • • • • • • • • 22 
avoidiRc participation 1D Mr. D's obTiGU}7 hostile interaction, and, 
therefore, of accepting Land 0 as otber than str&~~gers. Prior to Mr. A' 
actual witlldraval troa the group he lllov.ched. in his chair, looked down at 
the floor, and :rawned rr- time to tiae. Whe:a he left the gro\lp he 
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walked sl011l.y to the extreJU other end of the rooa, bis body drooping 
forward. As he left bis emir, L asked hila if he were leaving; he re-
plied in dlall, nat 11011oto11es that lle vas not. His face wore a bored, 
though s<111811hat disgJ'Witled look, which suggested that uoidance of 
grou.p participat.:Lon by indifference aud rejection lllight sene to decrease 
feelings of isolation aDd p011erlesmeas. His v.l.thdravail. vas a portrayal, 
by action instead of verbalization, of his need to be resistive and 11111-
bivalent. 
Again Mr. A withdraw more ccaplstely by falling asleep in his 
chair. Earlier in the mesting Mr. A helped hillself to the cigarettes 
(brought by L), first offering one to Mr. D who refused. Mr. A then 
stood up, looked 1UICertaizll.y at others, valked. aboat briefly, returned, 
and asked L if a~Vone vaut;ed a glass of water. When there vas no answer 
to Mr. A's question, L asked him if he would like a glass of water. Mr. A 
looked at L with a bcred., disiu.terested. expressiou., as if the question 
were IIISaningless, circled the group aDii sat doWD. During the above 
interaction, L lad been working v:ith tlle tape recorder, aDd as soon as it 
was started Mr. A got up and walked o11t of the rooa. He returned in less 
than five llinutes, still appearing uadeeided about sitting with the 
group. He turned to Mr. D and asked Ilia if he were SIIOking. Mr. D said 
he was not, and asked L if she thoaght he should take a cigarette. Mr. A 
returrled. to his chair briefly, only to lea'Ye it again to wander about the 
ro011, look out the v:indow, and f'inall7 return to sit down and seeaingly 
sleep at intenals during the remaindw of the aeet.:Lng. 
The interpretation that falling asleep during the group aeeting 
vas strongly indicative of an extrne t,ype of withdrawal, preceded in the 
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above-described situ.ation by restlessness and 1mcertainty, was supported 
by consideration of the total context in llbich the above beharlor 
occurred, that is, Mr. D became angrJ and argumentatiTe abovt talcl.ng 
cigarettes fro• L, caaplaining that his mother vas dead and that he was 
worried ab01lt not being able to work and earn money to buy cigarettes. 
Mr. A1 s withdrawal to aToid hostile interaction and additional ideas 
and/ar inforaation about strangers--L and 0...-sy haTS i=reased anxiety 
and tllDSioa regarding separation as well as creating a threat to his 
secllrit;y operati011s. 
Tansion and cOTert reactions aaoag the other aore quiet and 
vithdrav.n Kr01lP •albers were also .ore pronoUDced during Mr. D's &MbiT-
alence and c OIIPlaints about nurses and· "wOIIIHl 11 who mght deprive hilll. 
Far exuple, Mr. S rocked back and fartla in his chair and stated that he 
thou.ght it vas all right to haTe a cigarette. Mr. W sat rigidly and 
refued to co•et other than to stq lae didn't know. Mr. 0 also sat 
rigidl.J, veariag a fixed aile, and did not respond verbally. Mr. B, who 
gazed abollt, unperturbed and indifferct, DBde no yerbal response. 
Surrogate Roles and Denial.--Because incidents interpreted as 
'Withdrawal" in which patients seaaed to cast others in a surrogate role 
could not be Mea.D.i.ngfull;y illustrated vlaen remOTed fr0111 context, this 
mode of behaT.I.ar has been cOIIIbined with that of "Denial" in the examples 
which fo lllllf. 
Tlae less vocal •IIbera, that is, those whose behavior vas most 
often interpreted as a reaction to what was being verbalized, showed 
restlessness and tension resulting in withdrawal in some fora. An ex-
&JaiUe of this withdrawal by denial was d•oaatrated by these aellbers as 
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a reaction to Mr. D's angry, argumentative complaints. The situations 
which best illustrate this point are those in which Mr. D apparently 
viewed others in the group as surrogate figures, as described below. 
In the fourth meeting, Mr. A withdrew by dozing in his chair 
during Mr. D1 s demands to know L's motives in regard to the group meet-
ings and her expectations of him. other m811bers reacted without verbal-
izing, displqed rigid posture, rocking and shuffling movements, fi:xed, 
mask-like expressions, and pacing. Mr. D continued in angry tones, 
expressing ideas of ambivalence in protests about lack of accomplishment, 
d81111Jlds to know how he could help a woman, fears of striking a woman, and 
questioning his abilit, to refrain from carr,ring out such aggressive acts. 
Added to the confusion were his ideas tGa t he would be hurt by L and o, 
probably fears at retaliation, and, tberefore, his need to know how to 
avoid further deprivation. This tense; anxiety producing situation 
which probably stiJRUlated ideas of separation in general in each member, 
and from which they withdrn, seemed to be dealt with by denial as a 
means of avoiding a threat to their securit, in relation to significant 
persons in the enT.irooment. 
Other examples. of behartor, interpreted as the employment of 
denial, occurred at the beginning of several meetings following the use 
of semi-direct and direct leader approach. The method used to avoid 
answering questions concerning their former nurse was to verbalize ir-
relevantly or s;ymbolically. For example, after a brief renew of the 
reasons for the weekly meetings, L asked Mr. B how he felt about his 
nurse having left him. He replied in a low monotone that he felt all 
right. To further questions he answered that he did not know where his 
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nurse went when she lett, but he guessed that she went down town. Mr. B 
ignored au· other questions fr011 L as he shifted his gaze around the ro0111 
apathetically. This manner of withdrawal vas used consistently by Mr. B 
and seemed to signify his distrust of significant persons by an outward 
denial of feeling and knowing. 
Similarly, Mr. W replied tbat he did not know where his nurse 
went, nor why she left, and cbanged the subject by asking his usual 
question: "Today Tuesday?• When asked if his nurse used to come to see 
him on Tuesdays, he replied that he did nat know. Upon further question-
ing by L, Mr. w• s voice cbanged from a low monotone to an anxious, forced 
staccato as he emphatically stated tlat he was not talking. His with-
drawal by refusing to answer questioas served to avoid talking about the 
significant person, his nurse, and in a sense deny her importance to him 
when an attempt to change the subject tailed. 
On another occasion, a short ti11111 later in the same IIIEieting, 
Mr. W asked if someone would colH to see him. This question followed an 
outburst of strongly hostile feelings by Mr. D in which he condemned his 
nurse for not letting hilll leave the hoapital, complained bitterly of 
abusive treatment, of not understanding the meaning of the cigarettes, 
and ot being provoked by L. Mr. w•s obvious anxiety, a position of rigid 
attention, flushed face, and staring eyes, suggested his request was a 
deliberate attempt to counteract his previous behavior interpreted as 
avoidance in the service of dmial lest he become a recipient of the mis-
fortunes so vituperatively described b7 Mr. D. Mr. B volunteered the 
infol"lllation that he was going home on Swlia:r, but like Mr. w, was unable 
to COI'IIII8llt fUrther, indicating apparent diseolllf"ort by shifting his gaze 
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fr0111 the group to look out the window and back to the group while 
IIIWIIbling inaudibly. 
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CHAPrm V 
SOMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AIID RECOMMENDATIONS 
This stuey of a group of six ales in a large state mental hos-
pital, with long-term schisophr81lic reactions, was comucted as an ax-
ploration of the phenomenon of separation anxiety. The group of patients 
studied was selected on the basis that they bad experienced the termina-
tion of an individual nurse-patient relationship, with a graduate student 
in pa;rchiatric nursing, between January 1959 am JallWl:ey 196o. 
The purposes of the investigation were to ascertain if these ps-
tients, ha'Wing a co-on factor aaong th•, would danonstrate a reviTal of 
their feelings about separation, and if they would transfer these resid-
ual feelings to the nurse-leader, to other group ll8llbers, end to their 
envil'OIIM8llt at large. An attampt waa made, also, to determine the exiet-
. 
ence of ganeralized feelings of separation by obsenations of the be-
havior of these regressed, pa;ychoticall;r ill patients. 
Four methode of group leadership were tried for the purpose of 
assisting patients toward participation in group discussion. These 
msthods were permissiTe, semi-direct, direct, and task-oriented. Of 
these four, the direct leadership was found to be the most productive in 
tel'llls of the total number of expressions of separation. This method 
utilized the direct questioning approach which forms a unique •one-to-one 
relationship" between patient and leader. This technique stilllulated the 
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usually withdrawn, less vocal patimt to verbalise. 
There was a total of one hundred ninety expressions of separa-
tion accliiiiUlated during the entire investigation. Data divided into two 
sections, A and B, supported the b;ypotbesis by the nWIIerical yield accord 
ing to leader approach and, also, by the analysis of the modes of behav-
ior patients employed in relating and responding to questions about sep-
aration. Tile transfer of residual feeli.Dgs to the leader vas interpreted 
frOlll the verbal and non-verbal expressions of the patients' ideas and 
feelings. Data which supported these interpretations throughout the 
study were the direct expressions indicsti.Dg separation or one of its 
varieties--loss, desertion, or withdrawal. 
ConolusiiiDB 
The b;ypothesis vas supported by the analysis of the behavior of 
this one iJ'OilP of IIBJltally Ul patient.s. Although generalisations cannot 
be foraulated, this group of patisats exprused feelings and ideas of 
separation anxie'GY iD general and did transfer these feelings to the 
nurse leader, other group ~~~ellbers, and the envir0D11181lt. Patimts were 
able to express ideas and feelings about separation anxiety both directly 
and indirectly. Expressions were •de spontaneously and in response to 
direct QUeationiag fr011 tbe im'estigator. 
Modes of behavior, designed to rutrict awareness and deny under-
standing, were COlllparable to behav.l.or described by students of psychi-
atric nursing in relation to threats of separation, namely, expressions 
of guUt, ignoring explanations abOilt terailtation, talk of going holll8, 
and depressed, agitated, and aJibivalsnt behavior. When confronted with 
the topic of separation, patimts da~onstrated disturbances iD cCM~Pnni-
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eating by acting out regressed behari.or indicating anger, denial, sadness, 
and withdrawal, 
A direct leader approach was fo\IDd to be the most fruitful for 
this study since all 1118mbers of the group were able to function cooper-
ativel:r within structured lillits. 
A nurse-led group could serYe as a therapeutic method to aid pa-
tients in deriving positin cballges from separation and decrease tbl need 
to withdraw following loss. 
The following rec0111111endations are ade: 
1. That group leadership be inclwied in the field practice of 
nurses stlllVing to becoae clinical specialists in ps:ycbiatric 
mzrllillg. 
2. That patimts who ban bad. iateasiTe oRe-to-one nurse-patient 
relatiouhips be selected for ~a8111bers of the nurse-led groups 
for therapeutic reasou aDd stud7. 
3. That a group of patients who have not bad intensive nursing 
relationships be conedd.ered for study of their expressiou of 
separation. 
4. Tbat superrlsion be provided at regular intervals by the psy-
chiatrist in charge of tbe patients for assistece wit.h Ullder-
standing and interpreting tbe group d;yll&Jiics, 
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.lPPEIIDIX: Queat.iomu.iree Used as Toels 
for Data Collection 
Fill in the blank space. 
The name of the nurse who USID TO COME 
to see ae vas Miss --------
Mr. B vas unable to fill in the name of his nurse. Explanation 
and assistance offered by Leader vas of no avail. 
Mr. W wrote his own name on the card in large, clear letters even 
though Leader specified that the card asked for the name of his nurse. 
Mr. A wrote the name "Braund" in the space provided, in place of 
the name of his nurse. 
Messrs. o, s, and D all filled in the space with the correct 
naae of the nurse concerned. 
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Put an X before each word that describee the way you felt when your 
nurse, Miss (Kurse) , cue to see you. If you don't understand 
a word, cross it out. 
l_genial 
2 irritable 
3_hostile 
4_subdued 
5_elated 
6 scared 
7 _ wal'llhearted 
8 _energetic 
· 9_belligerent 
lO_glad 
ll_ friend:q 
12 critical 
l3_quarrelsoae 
l4_d1s1nterested 
15 _ expressi '98 
16 nervous 
l7_8111used 
18 &llbitious 
l9_aarcaatic 
20 comfortable 
21 relaxed 
22_ suspicious 
23_def1ant 
24_lazy 
25_cheerful 
26 restless 
27_joyous 
28 self-confident 
29_annoyed 
30_good 
Mr. B was again UDable to follow the directions of this question-
naire by hiuelf. He agreed tbat he would like help offered by Leader 
but was unable to select a certain word or nwaber of words froa the list, 
and responded with a ";rea" to each. 
Mr. W responded in a s:l.lli.lar •aner, only he repeated each word 
after Leader or said he didn • t knOll'. 
Mr. A studied the questionnaire but was unable to make a selec-
tion. He refused assistance and becue apathetic and withdrawn. 
Mr. 0 placed an X after No. U. 
Mr. S placed X1 s after Nos. 7, 10, 11, 14, 18, 20, 22, 27, and 29. 
Mr. D placed X1s after Nos. 10 and 20. 
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Put an X before each word tbat describes the way you felt when yoiU' 
nurse, Miss (Nurse) , !!!! y011. If you don't UDd.erstand a word, 
cross it out. 
l sociable 
2 withdrawn 
)_carefree 
4_glad 
5 _energetic 
6 elated 
7 _ cooperati n 
8 deserted 
-
9_sluggish 
lO_scared 
ll trustful 
-
l2_depressed 
13_ hwaorous 
l4_1111bi tious 
15 _ expressin 
16 _contented 
17 lones0111e 
18 comfortable 
l9_drovsy 
20 nervous 
2l_generous 
22_dull 
23_expansive 
24_good 
25 _cheerful 
26_easy going 
27_hurt 
28 self -confident 
29_tired 
30_unhappy 
Mr. B was UDable to follow the directions of this questiolliULire. 
Leader's assistance did not help. 
Mr. W respollded in the Ball& vq. 
Mr. A was UDable to participate--aslti.Dg if it was t:i.ae to go back. 
Mr. 0 studied the questiolliULire far seTeral .:!.Dutes; then said, 
"l don't know how I felt." He did not make any selections. 
Mr. S placed X1s after Nos. l, ), 4, 10, 11, 18, 21, 23, and 24. 
Mr. D placed an X after No. 17. 
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Check the 1'o11CIId.ng correct &IUIWer: 
l. :1\r nurse caae to Sll8 • to (a) Jltl.P ae 1et better 
(b)-Help 118 paas the tiae 
(c)---.-Socialise 
(d)-I.earn about aeatal illness 
(e) Help ae understaDd rq illness 
2. Put a star (+) a1'ter the III08t iaportaat reason. 
Check the toUowiDg correct anner: 
3. She cue to see ae (a) ~e a wejlk 
(b)-Twice a week 
(c) Three tiaes a week 
(d)_More artea 
4. When Kiss (luree) caae to 8118 • we (a) Took walks 
(b}-Plqed cards 
(c)-Sat and talked 
(d) Other 
!). I would. like to ~..,.. a n1Zl'se coae to see 118 again. (a) Yes 
(b) lo 
6. Do you think other patients sbollld baTe the saae kiDd of' DlZl'SiDg 
care that your nuree gave you? (a) Yes 
7. low that rq nurse has le1't I 
(b) lo 
still (a) R-aber her 
. (b)-HaTS forgotten her 
(c)-Kiss her 
(d) ThiDk o1' what I learr&ed 
6. When rq D1Zl'se left she vent (a) To work 
(b)-Back boas 
(c)-To work in another building at BSH 
(d)-Back to school 
-
Mr. B.-..with the asllistance of Leader, Mr. B vas able to anner 
all the questions, except Nos. 2 aucl 3, in the following IISDDer: 
Jo. l--checked (e) 
No. 4--checked (b) and (c) 
Jo. !)--checked (a) 
No. 6--checked (a) 
No. 7--checked (a), (b), (c), and (d) 
No. 6--cbecked (a), (b), and (c) 
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~.--with the assistance of Leader, Mr. W vas unable to ansver 
questions 1 through. /4, and 6, but cCIIIPleted the 1 ainder as follows: 
llo. .5--checkecl (b) 
:No. 7--checked (a) 
lo. 8--checkecl (c) 
.!!!::..._Q.-..withollt assistance, Mr. 0 answered all the questions, 
except los. 5 and 6, in the follOIIing wv: 
Jlo. 1--checked (a) 
Jlo. 2--starred (a) 
llo. 3--checked (b) 
Mo. 4--chscked (a), (b), and (c) 
Mo. 7--checked (a) 
Jlo. 8--checked (a) 
~.-..withollt uaistance, Mr. S c011pleted the questionnaire, 
except tor question 2, in the tollCIIfiq unner: 
lo. 1--checkecl (a) and (e) 
Jlo. 3--checkecl. (d) 
llo. 4--checkecl (a) and (c) 
lo • .5--chsckecl (a) 
Jlo. 6--checked (a) 
Mo. 7--checltecl. (d) 
Ko. 8-lleckecl. (a) 
Kr. A.--Answered. noae ot the cpestiona. 
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